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Resilience and Rapid Response
Facilitate New Advantages in the
Post Covid-19 Era
Unpredictable is the word which best describes 2020. The sudden outbreak of Covid-19 and the face-off between
China and the United States in the fields of science and technology restructured the supply chain and led to more
uncertainty. Amid the considerable challenges, ITRI has been thinking ahead to the New Normal and the postpandemic markets. This explains why it implemented its 2030 Technology Strategy & Roadmap, with which it made
necessary adjustments, deployed key technologies and promoted digital transformation. The aim is to facilitate
responses to future changes and make Taiwan’s industry stay resilient.
Science and technology development not only bolsters industrial competitiveness, but also affects national security
and the well-being of the population. The ability to independently develop technology has proven time and again
to be the key for industrial and national sustainability. This has been the case across a broad spectrum, from the
global technology race to the fight against Covid-19, and from chip manufacturing to vaccine development. ITRI’s
core mission is to enhance industrial competitiveness and improve the livelihood of the people. It focuses on
market-oriented innovation, defending the nation against epidemics, honing an outstanding corporate culture, and
cultivating innovative talent, while also striving to link the capital and technology markets so as to drive innovation
and the transformation of industry in general.

Market-Oriented Innovation Wins International Accolades
ITRI’s innovative R&D achievements have been repeatedly recognized internationally. It has won R&D 100 Awards
for 13 consecutive years. Among this year’s winning technologies are Dye-Sensitized Cell as Energy Source of
Sensors (D-EOS) for smart home, which features high conversion efficiency even in low light conditions equivalent to
just three candles; Networked Amide Epoxy Polymer Electrolyte (NAEPE) for Solid State Lithium-Ion Batteries, which
enhances the safety of lithium-ion batteries; and a Smart-Care Solution for Chronic Wound, iSCare, which uses AI to
identify chronic wounds rapidly and provides support to medical workers via telecare.
In CES 2020, the largest showcase for trends in global consumer electronics, ITRI won CES Innovation Awards
for the third consecutive year. Its PECOLA robot and smart wearable system iStimUweaR were honored in the
categories of Smart Home and Wearable Technologies, respectively. In addition, ITRI took home Edison Awards
for its bionic knobby magnetic beads manufacturing technology iKNOBEADS, and for its formaldehyde-free and
cellulose-based adhesive CelluadTM. This is the fourth time ITRI has won Edison Awards for its effort to contribute to
the betterment of health for mankind.
In the ICT field, ITRI’s innovative application services have also impressed. The Athena SON-RAN Planning &
Optimization Service won the Judges’ Choice accolade at the 2020 SCF Small Cell Awards. Meanwhile, the
advanced Artificial Intelligent Light Detection and Ranging, and Next-Generation AI-Powered Robo-Advisor (NeGAP)
technologies won recognition from the World Congress on Information Technology (WCIT) and at the WITSA Global
ICT Excellence Awards. ITRI’s WiFi Sleep Apnea Detection System technology was recognized with a Catalyst
Award in the U.S. National Academy of Medicine’s Healthy Longevity Global Grand Challenge.
Thanks to its abundant R&D capacities and impressive impact on industrial innovation, in 2020 ITRI won the
Derwent Top 100 Global Innovators Award for the third consecutive year and the fourth time overall, making it
Derwent’s most awarded R&D institution in Asia. This points to ITRI’s global vision in multi-disciplinary R&D and
intellectual property management strategies, and shines a spotlight on its forward-looking patent capacities.

Deployment of Technology to Prevent the Spread of Covid-19
In the face of a sudden outbreak of disease, rapid deployment of resources is the key to a successful response.
At the onset of Covid-19, ITRI paid close attention to the needs of both government and industry, and quickly
took stock of technologies used in hospitals to fight epidemics. ITRI fashioned a three-pronged effort to protect
Taiwan against Covid-19, namely personal protection technology, disease detection and diagnosis, and medical
treatment and care.
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First, ITRI became a member of the National Mask Production Team instituted by the government, and worked with
the machine tool industry to enable the expansion of Taiwan’s mask production capacity. In the shortest time possible,
it completed a metal double embossing wheel, which was introduced to all domestic mask production lines to prevent
counterfeiting. ITRI also cooperated with Formosa Plastics in the development of a polypropylene meltblown material for
medical masks, enabling Taiwan to become self-sufficient in the supply of a key mask production material.
As for disease detection and diagnosis, ITRI launched a rapid nucleic acid molecular diagnostic system that weighs only
600 grams yet can accurately and quickly assist in the screening of people who are suspected of having been infected,
thus helping to interrupt the chain of infection. ITRI also developed Thermal Image Body Temperature Irregularity
Detection Technology, which incorporates AI facial recognition and accurately distinguishes abnormal body temperatures.
This was deployed at the entrances and exits of locations where large numbers of people gather, and constituted the
first line of defense in protecting public health. Meanwhile, the Institute also developed a positive pressure testing booth
that features rapid assembly, a safe design, a high level of cleanliness, and comfort for medical workers. It also offers
low energy consumption while functioning independently and providing high sample collection rates. These booths have
significantly reduced the risk to medical workers involved in the screening of Covid-19 patients.
Thirdly, ITRI launched the HoMe Care Quarantine Service, a smart system for tracking home quarantined/isolated
individuals, which has proved crucial in providing digital support for government tracking personnel at the local
level. ITRI and Taipei Medical University Hospital jointly developed a contact-free infection prevention technology
platform that has been introduced into negative pressure isolation wards. Meanwhile, within the space of just 17
days, the Institute also completed Taiwan’s first medical-grade ventilator prototype. These projects showcased the
“Taiwan Can Help” spirit of the nation’s technical abilities, and opened up avenues into the international high-end
medical equipment market for Taiwan manufacturers.

ITRI: Outstanding Culture and a Highly Recognized Brand
ITRI has long emphasized the cultivation of talent, the refinement of the best corporate culture, and the embrace
of innovation as its core values. In recent years, it has promoted three cultural practices. The first is “innovative
thinking”, which emphasizes blue ocean strategic thinking and encourages colleagues to think outside of the box,
fear no failure, try new approaches and breakthroughs, and move to market-oriented innovation. The second, “open
communication”, creates an environment of open dialogue, shapes a common belief, and fosters communication and
trust. Lastly, “agile management” encourages the team to adopt a nimble and flexible can-do attitude towards work,
promoting energetic thinking and customer-oriented action, while at the same time working in step with market
trends and enhancing efficiency.
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In light of this three-culture DNA, ITRI has been recognized as a best employer by three prestigious institutions, and has
become a top choice for young people seeking employment in the science and technology fields. ITRI took first place in the
Professional Services Industry category in Cheers Magazine’s 2019 Most Preferred Employer of the New Era survey, and
was named by LinkedIn as Taiwan’s Most Engaging Employer Brand. Also, in the World’s Most Attractive Employers report
prepared by Universum in 2020, ITRI ranked sixth among Taiwan’s Top 50 in the Engineering/IT category.

Combining the Capital and Technology Markets to Create Smart Value
ITRI has long committed itself to the industrialization of innovative technology to drive the development of emerging
industries in Taiwan. It recognizes that technological innovation requires long-term capital investment, and has actively
promoted links between the capital and technology markets. In 2019, ITRI, Taiwan Business Bank, and the Small &
Medium Enterprise Credit Guarantee Fund of Taiwan (Taiwan SMEG) cooperated to introduce Taiwan’s first preferential
financing plan based on the valuation of intangible assets. This initiative is injecting vitality into local industry. Going
one step further, in 2020, ITRI, the Taiwan SMEG, and 26 financial institutions in Taiwan jointly launched the Technology
Value-Added Financing Guarantee Scheme to assist SMEs and startups in boosting value via technological innovation
and financing guarantees. This is bolstering innovation within local industry, and is shifting the paradigm from
prioritizing manufacturing to smart innovation, thereby developing “Smart Taiwan Value”.
At the same time, startups are the living roots of the economy. With the aim of injecting a culture of entrepreneurship
into the R&D environment, ITRI has established a set of innovation and entrepreneurship mechanisms while also
initiating financial, business, and market-related curricula for startups, holding the Deep Tech Challenge for the first
time in 2020. ITRI recruited founders, partners and entrepreneurs associated with well-known accelerators to serve
as team advisors, enabling participating teams to learn how to forge startups and grow them. These experts also
examined processes step by step, from technology and market positioning to finance, boosting the ability of the teams
to introduce technology to the market and add new life to industry.
For nearly half a century, ITRI has committed itself to scientific and technological R&D to foster industrial development,
create economic value, and enhance social well-being. ITRI always joins hands with industry to promote wave after
wave of transformation and upgrading. Today, ITRI plays a critical role in boosting national competitiveness, and even in
the face of an ever-changing and highly complex external environment, still demonstrates its resilience and insists on
innovation. ITRI aims to employ smart technology to create high quality living and lifestyles, to develop quality health
solutions to keep healthcare good and affordable, and to create a low-carbon, energy-saving and circular community
for a sustainable environment. The ultimate goal is innovating a better future for the world.
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Safeguarding Taiwan - Fighting the
Pandemic with Technology

industry. ITRI developed a protective face mask
which can be repeatedly washed. This integrally
formed mask utilizes bluesign® internationally
certificated water-repellent fluorine-free high
copolymers, as well as eco-friendly antibacterial
agents and triple-layered textiles. Meanwhile,
ITRI incorporated low surface energy chemicals
and dense stitching methods into its newlydeveloped protective clothing, which is made with
recycled polyester materials. These contaminantand water-resistant garments have antibacterial
features and can withstand frequent washing.
The new applications and products stimulated
transformations in Taiwan’s textile industry and
allowed related businesses to reduce unit prices
and to introduce high value-added products into
the global pandemic prevention supply market.

Stage Two: Disease Detection and Diagnosis

In 2020, the ‘black swan’ Covid-19 pandemic
completely changed our lives. When it first
broke out, the collapse of international crude
oil prices triggered global stock crashes
and trading curbs on the US stock market.
Many countries imposed lockdown measures,
which led to increased social anxiety. Taiwan
is one of the few countries in the world
that managed to maintain normal daily life,
t h a n ks t o t h e g o v e r n m e n t’ s p r e e m p t i v e
preparations and the public’s joint efforts
in pandemic prevention. ITRI also played its
part in building layers of protection by using
technology to enhance the effectiveness and
efficiency of pandemic prevention.
ITRI has the technological knowledge and
professional talent to safeguard Taiwan. After
the Lunar New Year period, ITRI incorporated
available resources and assembled a pandemic
prevention response team to draft a three-stage
technology development strategy.

Stage One: Personal Protection
When the pandemic broke out in early February
2020, there was a severe shortage of face masks
in Taiwan. ITRI responded to the Ministry of
Economic Affairs’ request and joined the National
Face Mask Team. The Institute’s researchers
went out to assist major face mask automation
08

equipment manufacturers, such as Nonwoven
Converting Machinery Company (NCM), in setting
up facilities and production lines. Working in
tandem with the machine tool industry, ITRI
leveraged its strong mechanical assembly
capabilities to speed up face mask production.
Assembling four production lines usually
takes a month, but with ITRI’s help, the lines
were operational within a week. This allowed
Taiwan to become the second-largest face mask
manufacturing country in the world.
With the announcement that government-rationed
face masks must bear two stamps – “MD” and “Made
in Taiwan” – to prevent fake ones from entering
the market, ITRI set up a National Anti-counterfeit
Face Mask Embossing Roller Team to design
and manufacture the required rollers. Within two
weeks they had produced 10 versions (28 sets) for
northern Taiwan manufacturers. The team’s tasks
included conducting on-site measuring, drafting,
manufacturing, installing and testing; nevertheless,
in the space of two days they installed 43 anticounterfeit embossing rollers at 12 manufacturing
facilities. This ensured that Taiwan can continue to
produce sufficient anti-counterfeit certificated face
masks to protect the public’s health.
The soaring demand for face masks and
protective clothing during the pandemic also
served as an upgrading opportunity for the textile

In April, as the pandemic began to spread, many
locations implemented the precautionary measure
of taking the body temperature of personnel
entering facilities. ITRI’s innovative technology
for accurate body temperature measurement
was used to protect healthcare workers on the
front lines. The Institute introduced AI recognition
features into the thermal image sensing
technology created during the SARS epidemic
and developed body temperature irregularity
detection technology to perform zero-contact
infrared measurement. This technology can
be deployed easily in both indoor and outdoor
environments, and simultaneously measure
the body temperatures of multiple moving
subjects. So far it has been implemented at
various public spaces in Taipei City, Hsinchu
County, and Penghu County, including schools,
hospitals, and government agencies. Businesses
are also encouraged to incorporate automatic

body temperature screening technology into their
access control system. For those who need onsite calibration service of ear thermometers, ITRI
offered portable ear thermometer calibrators to
assure the accuracy. The calibrator is a portable
device which can be easily deployed in any place.
In February, there was a Covid-19 outbreak on
the Diamond Princess cruise ship. Since the ship
had stopped at Keelung Port, the news ignited a
wave of panic among the residents of Keelung
and gravely impacted business at Keelung
Night Market. To stabilize the local economy
and reduce cluster infection risks, Keelung City
Government deployed crowd control personnel
at the night market and other event venues.
However, this measure not only increased
infection risks among these workers, but was
also unable to instantly calculate the number
of people passing through entrances. Working
with a 3D imaging startup company, ITRI set up
Taiwan’s very first advanced LiDAR crowd flow
analysis system at Keelung Night Market; this
can efficiently provide monitoring services and
real-time crowd statistics.
Later in the the same month, as the spread
continued, ITRI unveiled the iPMx Molecular
Rapid Test System, which leverages rapid testing
technology originally applied in influenza and
enterovirus screening. Weighing only 600 grams,
the device is 57 times lighter than traditional ones
(34.2 kg), making it extremely portable. It is highly
sensitive, has an accuracy rate of over 90%, and
can detect the virus in the early stage of infection
(0-7 days). Furthermore, the test can be completed
in one hour, which is a quarter of the time required
for existing tests, significantly reducing workloads
for medical personnel. In the Covid-19 Detection
Proficiency Testing run by the Quality Control for
Molecular Diagnostics (QCMD) organization, iPMx
demonstrated excellent performance by yielding
correct results for all blind test samples. ITRI
09
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has been granted Covid-19 related Taiwan EUA
(Emergency Use Authorization) on manufacturing
of medical devices, enabling mass production to
be sped up. Currently, ITRI is conducting related
technology and/or patent authorizations with
domestic manufacturers, and signing product
distribution and clinical trial contracts with
international vendors.
The pandemic not only made the public restless,
but also induced great mental and physical stress
among frontline screening workers. Healthcare
personnel need to wear personal protective
equipment (PPE) during sample collection; however,
this is expensive, uncomfortable, and cumbersome.
Furthermore, even with PPE, screening workers
still face a high risk of infection. To address this
problem, ITRI developed the quick-assembly positivepressure Covid-19 testing booth in conjunction with
the Hsinchu Biomedical Park Branch of National
Taiwan University Hospital and the Hsinchu Mackay
Memorial Hospital. Each booth provides a Class 1000
clean room interior, meaning it is cleaner than the
average hospital operation room. Healthcare staff
can efficiently collect samples in a safe, comfortable,
and energy-saving environment. The booths are
currently undergoing field tests and replacing former
temporary testing centers at Hsinchu’s National
Taiwan University Hospital as well as at the two
collaborating hospitals in the city.

Stage Three: Treatment and Care
The number of cases continued to increase in March.
After a couple of imported cases were confirmed,
Taiwan’s Central Epidemic Command Center (CECC)
announced that starting from March 19, inbound
Taiwanese citizens must undertake home quarantine
for 14 days. The local borough chief or borough clerk
is required to call the individual every day during the
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14-day period to ask about their health status and
record the information. One month after the policy
was announced, over one hundred thousand people
were or had been in home quarantine, highlighting
the need for more effective management. Leveraging
Taiwan’s strong ICT foundation, ITRI developed
the HoMe Care Quarantine Service within three
weeks, and this is currently deployed in Hsinchu
and other areas to support remote home quarantine
monitoring and management. The new technology
significantly reduces the workload of the police force,
borough chiefs and clerks by accurately locating
quarantined individuals and making health status
phone calls automatically.
The system has three more important features:
precise individual identification, user privacy
protection, and high convenience. Data from multiple
sensors increase positioning accuracy, and builtin biometric functions ensure that the person
answering the phone is indeed the quarantined
individual. The user’s personal information is not
saved on the phone app; instead, all data collected
during the quarantine period are uploaded onto a
physically isolated intranet and automatically deleted
after quarantine. Moreover, the system is scalable
and has two-way notification functions, cutting down
both manual verification work and interference in
people’s daily lives.
While ventilators are crucial in treating Covid-19
patients, local ventilator manufacturers lack
relevant production experience as the devices
used by emergency and critical patients in Taiwan
are all imported. Fortunately, the US company
Medtronic later released open-source plans and
software for medical-grade ventilators, and ITRI
jumped to the task. The Institute demonstrated
Taiwan’s capability in manufacturing high-end
medical devices by completing the prototype for
Taiwan’s first medical-grade ventilator within
17 days. The prototype has already obtained a
TFDA manufacturing permit. In working on the
prototype, ITRI collaborated with key domestic
component manufacturers, thus creating more
business opportunities for local industries.
In addition, ITRI developed the calibration
system of the gas flow analyzers to ensure
the functionality of ventilators, covering the
calibration range in flow from 0 to 300 L/min,
and in pressure from 0 to 700 kPa. Unlike
other standard systems on the market which

calibrate only dry air or nitrogen, ITRI’s gas flow
calibration system provides service for a variety
of gases, such as dry/humid air, oxygen and
others; its pressure system covers both steady
state calibration and dynamic response tests in
low-pressure ranges.
According to statistics, healthcare workers
have to enter isolation wards 12 to 15 times per
day. Putting on and taking off PPE and going
through complicated disinfection procedures
consume a significant amount of time and
medical resources. To address this issue, ITRI
and Taipei Medical University Hospital (TMUH)
jointly developed and launched the Contactless
Healthcare Connected IoT Platform in negative
pressure isolation wards. The platform utilizes
Non-Contact Image-based Heart Rate Detection
and IoT Gateway technologies, both of which are
developed by ITRI. This is a very useful treatment
and monitoring solution for medical personnel
treating highly contagious patients as it can
save medical resources, reduce frontline health
staff workloads, and cut down cross-infection
transmission risks within the hospital.
During the pandemic, UVC LEDs (type C)
have often been applied for sterilization
and disinfection. However, some UVC LED
products on the market are not supplied with
complete or clear specifications and function
descriptions. Manufacturers also lack proper
product quality evaluation parameters and
UVC LED measurement standards. In response,
ITRI released a UVC LED Key Parameter
Measuring System for UV wavebands to ensure
manufacturers have fair and objective product
standards and specification data. Parameters
covered by the system include radiant flux,
irradiance, peak wavelength, spectrum, radiation
intensity distribution, and spectral irradiance.

I T R I a l s o p rov i d e s a ss i s ta n c e to Ta i wa n
businesses that are trying to enter overseas
markets. Demand for medical devices has
increased during the pandemic, and many
Taiwanese medical device manufacturers aim
to export their products to the US, the world’s
largest market for such products. However, midand high-risk medical devices have to pass strict
regulatory requirements of USFDA, which often
becomes a hurdle for Taiwanese manufacturers
exporting products to the US. In November, ITRI
earned recognition by USFDA as the only nonUS 3P510k Review Organization. It provides
premarket notification 510(k) review, regulatory
training, and early interaction to local industries.
This considerably reduces the labor, time, and
cost manufacturers have to expend in order to
sell their products in the US market.

Technology Helps Us Prepare Better for
Pandemic Response
Fighting a pandemic is like fighting a war. Military
strategies, such as that expressed in the old
Chinese maxim “continuous preparation to ensure
that the army is always ready for battle”, also
prove to be very useful for combating the Covid-19
pandemic, and it is exactly this type of continuous
preparation that allows ITRI to provide timely
and effective support at crucial times. Over the
years its professionals have been dedicated to
multidisciplinary and systematic integration in their
R&D results and laid a strong foundation. Along
with its ability to respond and adapt quickly, ITRI has
shown the agility to develop new technologies that
can help the government fight the pandemic.
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Leading Industrial Transformation
and Growth
The Covid-19 pandemic severely disrupted
global industries in 2020, urging businesses
to innovate and transform. In response to
the trend, ITRI focuses on the promotion of
industrial upgrading, stimulation of industrial
transformation, creation of the circular economy
industry, and establishment of a startup
ecosystem. Meanwhile, ITRI keeps promoting
entrepreneurship and nurturing startups.

Industrialization of Technology Stimulates
Industrial Upgrading
Unlike traditional visible-light image monitoring,
ITRI’s wide-range 3D scanning and AI recognition
technology for long-term care and safety
monitoring utilizes thermal images to identify the
care receiver’s posture and movements without
compromising their privacy. Furthermore, machine
learning allows the system to identify abnormal
behaviors in real time and alert the caregiver. To
develop business opportunities for this technology,
ITRI launched a technology commercialization
process which started off with initial market
survey, potential application exploration and
target market identification. ITRI also assisted
in product design, business networking, and
supporting technical teams to build startups. The
system has been implemented at two privately-

owned long-term care centers in southern Taiwan
for validation testing. This is a successful case of
leveraging technical R&D results to upgrade the
long-term care industry and enhance the quality of
life of seniors.

Circular Agriculture: Transitioning Toward
Six-Grade Industry
Located in Tainan City’s Yongkang Industrial Zone,
Taiwan Sugar Corp’s (TSC) calcium carbonate
biotech material plant is the first in Taiwan that
can “turn green waste into gold”. This factory
achieves circular agriculture by processing
waste oyster shells and remanufacturing
them into high-value materials. The process,
which includes technology introduced by ITRI,
transforms waste oyster shells into calcium
carbonate for high-end products such as food,
cosmetics and skincare products, and calcium
supplements. ITRI’s involvement will help TSC’s
biotech plant to achieve the six-grade industrial
development model (production, processing,
and marketing) and to fulfill “three zero” goals:
zero pollution, zero waste, and zero accidents.
After the plant starts to operate, it is expected to
process 50% of the nation’s waste oyster shells
and pave the way for a sustainable and circular
environment in Taiwan.

Integrating Multiple Industry Channels
to Drive Green Recovery and Circular
Economy Industries
The circular economy is a very important
component of the promotion of green
recovery. Arterial Industry (manufacturing and
consumption) channels should connect with
Venous Industry (recycling and reuse) channels
to achieve a circular economy. Industries
should also work with the government to build
a symbiotic resource-recycling network and
transition from a supply chain model to a supply
web model.

Discovering New Cross-Domain Businesses
ITRI assisted in the establishment of the Taiwan
Circular Economy 100 (TCE100). This alliance
aims to identify the supply and demand of
industries to create an endless circular network
between production and consumption to shape a
new model of industrial circulation.

Propelling Taiwan Startups to Gain
Momentum Amidst Recession
The Covid-19 pandemic has sent the global
economy into recession. However, amidst
the downturn, there is a growing number of
innovative startups that cannot be overlooked.
With a mission to foster startups, ITRI has set
up the Taiwan Startup Corridor to connect ten
startup incubation areas island-wide. In 2020, ITRI
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successfully assisted 373 startups, which received
a substantial amount of domestic and overseas
investment and showed significant increases
in their output values. This shows that Taiwan
startups still have a strong growth momentum
despite the economic slump. Meanwhile, ITRI
was awarded the Startup Incubation Award at
the 17th National Innovation Awards. This award
recognizes ITRI’s contributions to connecting
startup resources at a national level, building a
complete startup ecosystem, and spurring on the
growth of startups.

ITRI assists its key industrial partners to
foresee market trends and develop solutions
based on their industrial scale, impact/
influence, and cross-domain synergy potential.
The aim is to co-create new value by bringing
ITRI’s core capabilities involving technology
R&D, strategies, networking, and promotion
into the partnership. ITRI has been working
with impactful enterprises to explore business
opportunities, and providing service of
multidisciplinary technology integration and
digital transformation for small- and mediumsized enterprises. It is hoped that these
collaborations can drive innovative applications
and business models that can boost the global
competitiveness of those companies.
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Promoting Entrepreneurship for
Industries
2

Seer Microelectronics Inc.

Seer Microelectronics has developed key depthdetecting SoC using ITRI’s self-developed CMOS
SPAD (Single Photon Avalanche Diode) sensor.
The multichannel LiDAR technology chips are
completed with time-of-flight ranging (ToF
ranging). Currently, the company is working
with module manufacturers to develop LiDAR
products for robots and AGVs. These products
offer advantages such as high precision, low
power consumption, high integration and
Functional
System
Co.
compact package,
which
can lead
Taiwanese
Functional Coating
Coating
System Technologies
Technologies
Co.
companies to enter the LiDAR application market
within a short time.

ITRI is dedicated to nurturing spinoffs and
to narrowing the gap between technology
research and industrialization. The overall
program consists of five phases: the
“Education Phase” creates a startup-friendly
environment; the “Preparation Phase”
discovers potential startup teams; the
“Incubation Phase” brings external venture
capital and related professional assistance
to the startup team; and the “Startup and
Follow-up Assistance Phases” help the spinoff
to raise funding and grow stronger. In 2020,
ITRI organized 15 startup courses/workshops
and four forums/lectures. Furthermore, it
initiated a startup pitching competition to
enhance the entrepreneurship culture within
the Institute and discover more potential
startup teams. This competition provides a
professional mentoring mechanism to match
these startup teams with external capital
markets during the initial stage, and serves
as a platform for enterprises and venture
capitalists to explore business opportunities
with ITRI’s startup teams.
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MyelinTek Inc.

This company is spun off from ITRI’s team
dedicated to deep neural network (DNN) training
and learning systems. Its core technology is an
AI development environment platform with deep
learning and logic computing functions, which
can be used for AI model training, management
and optimization. As the original manufacturer,
MyelinTek markets its products and services
through various agencies and distribution
channels. MyelinTek includes medical institutions,
government agencies and schools as preliminary
target markets, hoping to provide clients with
easier access to AI applications.

Five Startups Incubated by ITRI in 2020
Functional Coating System Technologies Co.

Functional Coating System Technologies Co.

Functional Coating System Technologies Co.

1

GenkiTek Technology Co.

GenkiTek Technology implements deep neural
network algorithms to develop comprehensive
solutions for infant/toddler and senior care,
utilizing recognition, dynamic sensing, and big
data computing technologies. The company has
developed an embedded deep learning camera
for infant/toddler care. The camera monitors
the infant’s mouth or nose for obstructions or
vomited milk while also offering breathing and
heart rate monitoring. This product incorporates
breakthrough technologies including edge
computing with high recognition rate and real-time
response. GenkiTek Technology is also planning to
develop smart webcams and products for senior
care and other market segments.

3

Synergy Design Technology Ltd.

Featuring excellent hardware and system
development capabilities, Synergy Design
Functional Coating System Technologies Co.
Technology is able to offer complete 5G small
cell solutions. The company’s core technology
includes the 5G NR L1 baseband software and
L2/L3 communication protocol on the SoCbased platform developed by ITRI. With over
ten years of experience in WW Tier 1 telecom
operator interoperability testing, Synergy
Design Technology provides 5G base station
software technology and soft-/hardware
integrated solutions to support Taiwan’s network
communication operators and infrastructure
manufacturers efficiently to develop competitive
5G small cell products.

5

Functional Coating System Technologies Co.

Functional Coating System Technologies deploys
CVD Parylene coating technology on products which
require coating protection, such as semiconductor,
medical, and electronics consumables. Its ParyleneAF4 process produces conformal coating films
with a high aspect ratio (50:1), high temperature
resistance (350℃), high insulation (> 5000 V),
and low dielectric constant (2.2) when deposited
in vacuum. The thickness of the coating can be
precisely controlled at the nanometer level, which is
the threshold for setting up autonomous equipment
and key process structure technologies. This coating
technology is expected to stimulate domestic
production of consumables needed in semiconductor
manufacturing and increase the process and product
quality. The coater has been mass-produced and
sold for use by major international semiconductor
key component manufacturers.
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Cultivating Intellectual Property to
Add Value to Industry

ITRI’s efforts in developing influential global
patent portfolios have made it one of the Top
100 Global Innovators, alongside world-leading
enterprises such as Apple, Microsoft, Intel, and
Samsung. This demonstrates ITRI’s world-class
R&D capacities and innovation achievements.
ITRI is one of just four academic and research
institutions to win this award and the only one
in Asia; the other winning counterparts are the
French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy
Commission (CEA), Germany’s Fraunhofer, and
the University of California. Meanwhile, ITRI was
recognized among the Asia IP Elite for the eighth
consecutive time, highlighting the strength of its
intellectual property (IP) in Asia. Furthermore,
ITRI was the first domestic organization to
be awarded the “Qualification of professional
institutions to perform evaluation of IP portfolio
deployment analysis reporting” by the Ministry
of Economic Affairs, meaning it is an institution
that is qualified to screen and provide IP analysis
reports on government technology projects
valued at over NT$100 million. The hard and soft
power resulting from ITRI’s long cultivation of
IP has earned praise and recognition from both
home and abroad.

Creating Global Pandemic Prevention IP to
Assist Industry
With the scientific and technological powers
stepping up the R&D of technologies to fight
the pandemic, an international race to deploy
related IP has unfolded. ITRI has established a
task force to develop IP used in the fight against
Covid-19. This work includes formulating the
direction of a patent framework related to rapid
molecular testing, investigating the current
state of ventilator-associated global patents,
analyzing the risks related to the development
of protective equipment, activating “contact-free
epidemic prevention technology platform” and
“smart care home management system” patents,
and licensing “handheld real-time detection
device” patents to biotech companies. ITRI fully
protects its R&D achievements and promotes
technological cooperation across multiple
sectors. It deploys IP to assist Taiwan companies
in enhancing their competitiveness, and has
helped Taiwan occupy a position among the
leaders in global epidemic prevention IP.

Systematically Raising the Quality of Patent
Management
ITRI employs the Technology Value Pyramid
(TVP) systematic evaluation method to selfexamine the management of its patents, analyze
the state of patent development of various
R&D bodies, and track the results of patent
utilization in technology research projects. It
uses the results obtained to formulate optimized
patent quality and management strategies.
Furthermore, it relies on relevant indicators, such
as application rate, retention rate, and value ratio,
in combination with the main focus and sub-fields
of ITRI’s 2030 Technology Strategy & Roadmap
to serve as a basis in measuring the need to
adjust or strengthen specific technologies, thus
ensuring the quality and application value of the
patented output.
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Promoting Key Patents and Technologies
Across Institutions
Patents play a critical role for enterprises in entering
the international market. Possessing high-value
patents constitutes the foundation of a company’s
competitiveness. ITRI’s innovative technology
and patent expansion model, in conjunction with
the Institute for Information Industry and the
Taiwan Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’
Association, focuses on developments and
solutions for AI and smart manufacturing. These
organizations hold a “Patent Day” to demonstrate
the state of AI and smart manufacturing, as well
as to showcase solutions. This cooperatively
promotes important technology and patents, and
systematically introduces to domestic industry the
cross-institutional resources and capacities that will
accelerate the digital transition of companies and
increase industrial competitiveness and value-added.

Expanding Links Between Technology and
Capital Markets
In order to assist SMEs and startups in procuring
technology and capital, ITRI has joined hands with
the SME Credit Guarantee Fund and 26 banks to
introduce the Technology Value-Added Financing
Guarantee Program. ITRI has held six matchmaking
events throughout Taiwan, and hosted the first
“Industry-Academia-Research-Financial Bridge
Conference to Link Technology and Capital” at
National Cheng Kung University, paving the way
for academic and research institutions to access
the capital market. Since its launch, 36 enterprises
have applied for preliminary evaluation, and 40%
of them are young startups less than five years
old. In addition, this program has been extended

to industrial districts via cooperation with the
Manufacturers United General Association of
Industrial Parks of the ROC, which is providing
assistance to companies located in industrial parks
to add value to their technology. This mechanism
also helps them to obtain financing by using IP and
technology, creating an innovative win-win model
that funnels capital market resources into industry.

Enabling Taiwan Innovations to Reach
Across the Globe
Taiwan Innotech Expo (TIE) is the largest
showcase of Taiwan’s R&D achievements and an
IP circulation platform for innovative technology.
In light of Covid-19, TIE 2020 incorporated realtime video interaction mechanisms to connect
onsite visitors and remote exhibitors. A total of
461 organizations participated, exhibiting 1,422
items of technology and innovations. Meanwhile,
there were more than 1,800 business meetings,
and the number of visits tallied came to more
than 53,000, setting record highs. The IPBC
Taiwan 2020, a virtual IP strategy forum, was
held concurrently with TIE and joined by global
industry professionals and speakers, including
executives from leading companies Hitachi, Uber,
and MediaTek, who offered their insights into
“Intangible and Invaluable: Connecting Technology
and Capital Markets” and “Collaboration and
Transfers: Lessons from the Tech Sector”.
Representatives from IBM, Intel, and Google were
also among the over 300 forum attendees. TIE
demonstrates Taiwan’s flexibility in adapting to the
Covid-19 situation, and solidifies ITRI’s status as
an opinion leader on international IP issues.
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Connecting Globally and Seizing
Business Opportunities
Despite the Covid-19 pandemic, ITRI’s crossborder collaboration took on a new dimension
in 2020. ITRI shared with the world, via virtual
conferencing, Taiwan’s epidemic prevention
measures and the role ITRI plays supporting the
government’s effort to combat the pandemic on
numerous occasions, including RTO International
Network’s (RIN) CEO meeting and the 2020
International Symposium on Science Policy.
ITRI also worked with companies, hospitals and
research institutes to deploy rapid coronavirus
screening by making its nucleic acid test device
available for use in countries such as the US,
Japan, Malaysia and Mexico. Furthermore, ITRI
collaborated with Arçelik, Turkey’s leading
household appliance maker, to develop an
automation-based health monitoring platform
which was named by Intel as one of the best
platforms to emerge from its Pandemic Response
Technology Initiative.
In consideration of global environmental
sustainability, ITRI joined hands with the
A m e r i c a n I n s t i t u t e i n Ta i w a n ( A I T ) , t h e
Japan-Taiwan Exchange Association and the
Netherlands Office in Taiwan, as well as Taiwan’s
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ocean Affairs
Council to host the online workshop titled “Global
Cooperation and Training Framework (GCTF) on
Sustainable Materials Management Solutions
to Marine Debris”, with the focus on circular
economy and sustainable marine development.

Interacting with EU Innovative Networks
ITRI continues to cooperate with first-class
applied research institutions around the
world. It signed an MoU with CEA to seek joint
development in the fields of energy, digital
transformation and healthcare technologies.
ITRI and the Czech Academy of Sciences
(Akademie věd České republiky; CAS) renewed
t h e i r M o U i n 2 0 2 0 t o ex p a n d t h e s c o p e
of cooperation to include biomedical and
pandemic prevention, smart machinery and
green energy. In addition, ITRI and the UK’s
Compound Semiconductor Applications (CSA)
Catapult signed an MoU to promote compound
semiconductor R&D, marking the first milestone
in the collaboration between two top-notch
research organizations.
Recognizing Russia’s strength and capability
in basic research, ITRI partnered with Moscow
Power Engineering Institute to develop highpower electric vehicle drive and control
systems. It also signed a cooperation agreement
to develop new semiconductor packaging
materials with Peter the Great St. Petersburg
Polytechnic University (SPbPU), an institution
with excellent basic research capability.
This collaboration will help accelerate the
development of large-scale electric vehicle
systems in Taiwan and build up the material
supply chain for Taiwan’s semiconductor
industry. Furthermore, ITRI, together with
Taiwan Association of Machinery Industry (TAMI)
and TRUMPF, a world-leading laser applications
brand, have decided to jointly establish the
Taiwan Semiconductor & Electronic Industries
Laser Application Service Center.
For the first time, ITRI joined with the European
Commission in the establishment of a TaiwanE U i n d u s t r i a l c o o p e ra t i o n p l a t fo r m . T h e
European Business and Regulatory Cooperation
Programme in Taiwan (EBRC) integrates related
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Taiwan agencies, the resources of ITRI, and
key associations and domestic industries with
counterpart organizations in the EU. The parties
promote regulatory and commercial cooperation
b e t w e e n Ta i w a n a n d t h e E U . Ta i w a n - E U
roundtables, the EU Investment Forum, and
European Innovation Week continually deepen
the links between the European Economic and
Trade Office and Taiwan industries, thereby
enhancing bilateral regulatory interaction in, for
instance, the offshore wind energy and digital
industries. These efforts draw on the strengths
of Taiwan industry and help Taiwan become an
important partner in the EU’s ICT, biotechnology,
healthcare, and smart mobility industries,
consequently strengthening Taiwan’s role as a
key player in global supply chains.

Joining Hands with North American
Industry Heavyweights to Create Innovative
Technologies
ITRI has been working closely with leading hightech companies such as Microsoft and Applied
Materials on AI applications and advanced
semiconductor packaging technologies.
Meanwhile, Synopsys Inc. announced that
it had jointly established an AI Chip Design
Lab with ITRI to help Taiwan’s semiconductor
companies gain an edge in the development of
AI and 5G. Optical communication component
manufacturer Lightel also joined hands with
Taiwan’s laser industry to develop key laser
source technologies and established a highpower laser component development site at
ITRI. In addition, ITRI worked with Janssen
Pharmaceuticals, a Johnson & Johnson
subsidiary, on DNA-Based Dual Functioning
Immuno-Oncotherapy for Lung Cancer.

Optimizing the Resources of the Japan
Office and Strengthening Taiwan-Japan
Technology Collaboration
ITRI has engaged in joint R&D with Japanese
academia (e.g. the University of Tokyo, AIST),
l o c a l c o m m u n i t y c l u s t e r s ( OTA D i s t r i c t ,
Tsukuba Science City) and various enterprises.
Collaborations involving TEPCO Power Grid,
Tokyo Gas, Taiwan’s Delta Electronics, Formosa
Plastics and other companies have successfully

delivered integrated solutions for high efficiency
sensors, lighting, smart equipment, and
intelligent control systems, setting the stage for
a billion-dollar smart energy-saving market. In
the meantime, Tokuyama Corporation established
its first overseas R&D center on the ITRI campus
in 2019, while other world-renowned companies
including Taiyo Yuden and Panasonic have
continued to collaborate with ITRI on innovative
research. Institutional level collaboration in
technical and information exchange also took
place in 2020 between ITRI and the National
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and
Technology (AIST), the National Institutes
for Quantum and Radiological Science and
Technology (QST), Asahi Kasei, and Mitsubishi
Electric.
Besides joint technology development, ITRI
entered a strategic partnership agreement with
Universal Materials Incubator Co., Ltd. (UMI), a
Japanese venture capital firm, to link technology
and capital markets. Through technological
innovation and value creation, together with
the capital invested by UMI, the two parties will
build future markets for specialty chemicals and
semiconductor materials.

Embracing the New Southbound Policy to
Enter Emerging Markets
In Thailand, ITRI worked with SCG Chemicals,
a subsidiary of the Siam Cement Group (SCG)
conglomerate, to conduct validation tests
on advanced materials for energy storage
applications. ITRI also collaborated with SCG
Cement-Building Materials to set up systems to
detect defects in building materials. In Vietnam,
ITRI teamed up with Vietnamese transportation
system integrator Elcom to address the rising
b u s i n e s s d e m a n d fo r i m a g e r e c o g n i t i o n
technologies following the government’s
announcement of its national policy on smart
cities. In Malaysia, in response to the Covid-19
pandemic situation, ITRI cooperated with Sugai
Buloh Hospital to conduct reliability testing and
clinical trials using ITRI’s rapid nucleic acid test
device. This has opened the door for possible
future collaboration.
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2030 Technology Strategy &
Roadmap Creates New Horizons
The Covid-19 pandemic has ushered in the
New Normal, accelerated the development of
a digital economy, generated greater attention
to a sustainable environment, and paved the
way for a rise in the headquarters economy.
ITRI is actively responding to these trends,
and has formulated the 2030 Technology
Strategy & Roadmap. It is taking stock of its
own R&D resources and capacities and laying
out technology R&D directions and visions for
the coming ten years to address the needs of
industry, hoping to lead Taiwan’s industry in the
creation of new blue oceans.
ITRI has drawn up even more concrete contextual
goals for the coming decade in three major
application fields, namely Smart Living, Quality

Health, and Sustainable Environment, along with
Intelligentization Enabling Technologies that will
support these application fields.

Three Major Application Fields to Drive
Innovation-Oriented R&D
In Smart Living, we hope to use technology
to improve lifestyles. The three sub-fields of
Smart Living are firstly Personalized Devices
& Services, which include human-computer
interaction devices, smart imaging and sensor
systems, and wearable devices; secondly
Autonomous Mobility Systems, including drones,
autonomous vehicles, and assistance systems,
which safely and efficiently move people and
objects; and thirdly Smart Industry & Services,

which utilize emerging digital technologies to
assist enterprises to create a high-performance
business operation environment that underpins
the development of smart cities.
By 2030, over 30% of the world’s population
will be over 60 years old, and Taiwan is
expected to become a super-aged society in
2025. Consequently, the volume of business
opportunities in Quality Health is unlimited.
Quality Health encompasses Smart Medtech and
Smart Healthcare. Smart Medtech employs smart
technologies to engage in precision medicine,
precision treatment, disease prevention, and
the establishment of smart diagnosis service
systems. Meanwhile, Smart Healthcare focuses
on supporting the care of seniors through the use
of virtual/physical integrated technology, thus
preparing for the coming super-aged society.
While enjoying Smart Living and Quality Health,
we cannot neglect respect for the environment.
Society must make the best use of technology
to seek ways to live in harmony with nature.
Sustainable Environment applications fall into
three main categories. The first is the Circular
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Economy, which uses innovative materials
and designs to make resources recyclable and
thus achieve waste reduction or zero waste;
the second is Intelligent Manufacturing, which
relies on production, sensing, IoT and other
technologies to enable products to reach all
corners of the globe rapidly to meet market
demand; and the third is Green Energy &
Environment, which makes use of smart grids
as a framework to develop green integrated
technologies that are friendly to the Earth.

Cultivating Industrial Strength on the Basis
of Intelligentization Enabling Technologies
ITRI is addressing the common needs of artificial
intelligence, high-performance chips, strong
communication abilities, data safety and data
privacy due to cybersecurity threats, through
the cultivation of excellence in the fields of AI,
semiconductors, communications, cybersecurity
and the cloud. With these foundations to support
the three major application fields, ITRI is
developing innovative systems and application
services that will drive the enhancement of
application possibilities within industry.
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SMART LIVING
Enjoying High
Quality Living &
Lifestyle

Personalized Devices &
Services
iDarlingWeaR
Studies have shown that health analysis and management of infants and
young children can reduce both the risk of accidents for those under one
year old and the burden on caregivers to improve overall quality of care.
ITRI’s iDarlingWeaR, a CES 2021 Innovation Awards Honoree, is a baby
healthcare innovation featuring harmless low-power radar sensing
technology. The product is easy to use, as caregivers and parents need
only attach the device to the baby’s swaddler for continuous heartbeat and
respiratory monitoring. iDarlingWeaR also detects whether the baby is asleep
or awake, and sends alerts to smartphones if it detects any abnormality.
The product is portable and ideal for overnight monitoring. It provides
baby care management remotely via wireless communication, which
helps to alleviate the stress parents or caregivers may experience when
caring for infants.

iDarlingWeaR
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Micro-LED Display Technology

Smart Golf Training Analysis System

Smart Golf Training Analysis System
Smart golf analysis systems have market
potential among 50 million golfers worldwide.
Unlike the traditional golf analysis system,
the smart system is cost-effective and offers
analysis of golf-learning data for both golfers and
coaches. It also helps to overcome entry barriers
for beginners and boost golf participation.
ITRI’s personalized Smart Golf Training Analysis
System captures images of the golf swing
through a highly reliable consumer-grade
2D camera. It uses AI recognition and motion
analysis technology to analyze golf swing phases
and swing postures. Based on these data, golfers
and coaches can easily realize the correct
posture during the golf swing and adjust their
learning or teaching plans as well.

Micro-LED displays have a simple structure, a
power-efficient light source and a wide color
gamut, and exhibit low power consumption.
These features have attracted the investments
from world-leading companies and boosted the
demand of cross-industry chains for this nextgeneration display technology. The micro-LED
industry will first develop large displays, and
then move into the automotive and wearable
application markets.
ITRI has integrated government and industry
resources to apply micro-LEDs to large indoor/
outdoor displays, flexible displays, mixed reality
(MR), and automotive display technologies. The
goal is to move micro-LEDs from the laboratory
to the production line so that they can be used
in various applications. Major corporations have
also begun to expand their investment. For
example, PlayNitride, Macroblock, and Unimicron
have successfully transplanted micro-LED chips
directly onto PCB substrates. Macroblock, which
can produce mini-LED and micro-LED display
modules, is working with ITRI on crucial highvolume transfer technology to fill gaps in display
modules. This can improve the entire industry
chain and push mini-LED application into the
commercial market.

Advanced Transparent Display Interactive
System
The Advanced Transparent Display Interactive
System has added value to key components
for the automation of transparent displays.
Users can select products of interest using an
interactive interface, and relevant information
about them will be shown. The smart interactive
system allows real-time operation by two users,
boasts accurate directivity, and maintains
positioning error below 4 mm.
The innovative display interactive system has
development possibilities within multiple field
applications, and is attracting system solution
and terminal application service providers. ITRI
will connect the domestic industry chain and
assist system solution providers, retail stores,

catering and other businesses to evaluate and
implement innovative smart retail transportation
models through empirical field research. In
addition, the system can also enhance the
application value of products and company
profits, as well as create new business models
and opportunities for market development.

Positioning Error

＜ 4 mm

This innovation works on mobile devices. By
using core algorithms, the system can achieve
functions comparable to those produced using
the hardware of the traditional golf analysis
system. Yet the cost to the consumer of ITRI’s
system is only one-tenth that of a traditional golf
analysis system that costs nearly one million
New Taiwan Dollars.
ITRI’s technology represents a breaking of the
limitations of the traditional golf analysis system.
By incorporating 2D skeleton and club head
recognition technology into the system, it offers
a platform for online golf teaching services and
empowers innovative service models within the
golf industry.
Micro-LED Display Technology
Advanced Transparent Display Interactive System
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Autonomous Mobility
AI-ADAS Solution

5G MR Racing Drones

ITRI has integrated computer vision, deep
learning, and sensor fusion technology to
build a highly cost-effective AI advanced driver
assistance systems (AI-ADAS) solution. When
embedded within a platform, this solution can
realize, integrate and optimize seven types of
detection function (traffic lights, lane markings,
drivable area, four-wheel vehicles, twowheel vehicles, pedestrians, signal status and
semantics). When combined with deep learning,
AI-ADAS can achieve greater effectiveness. The
Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS) and
Forward Collision Warning System (FCWS) have
been introduced for commercial applications.

As 5G is moving toward commercial reality,
racing drones are seen as a new application
that can demonstrate its advantages. ITRI
organized the world’s first 5G MR Racing Drone
Competition, which combines wireless digital
transmission and virtual obstacle courses to
promote a “digital FPV + MR racing drone system”
with low-latency first person view (FPV) digital
transmission, MR, and precision positioning.
During the event, professional drone racing pilots
were invited to experience new technologies,
such as virtual reality competition levels, highspeed 5G communication transmission, and realtime collision visual feedback. Live broadcast
of the competition verified the possibility of
commercialization.

ITRI has also collaborated with vendors to
develop AI-DVR products for emerging smart
traffic applications, as well as AI-ADAS technology
to differentiate products. Furthermore, ITRI has
linked different industries in Taiwan, such as the
semiconductor, IC design, module, subsystem,
and car manufacturing industries to construct
a development and verification ecosystem for
vehicle-mounted deep-learning edge computing
devices. The goal is to promote the development
of new and increased-value products among
Taiwan’s information and communication
technology (ICT) vendors.

5G MR Racing Drones
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This coming together of drones, live broadcasting,
and competition organizers not only created a new
competition model, but also established a new
example for industry cooperation. Collaboration
with international partners to build cooperation
channels and a complete industry chain including
operations, supply, equipment manufacturing,
and services, allows domestic industries to move
towards international market and business
opportunities in 5G emerging applications.

High-Efficiency Drone Fleet Patrol System

Taiwan’s First Fleet Operation of Two Self-Driving Buses on
Public Roads

High-Efficiency Drone Fleet Patrol System

Taiwan’s First Fleet Operation of Two SelfDriving Buses on Public Roads

To increase patrol efficiency for rural areas and
hillsides, and reduce the workload of patrol
personnel, ITRI has developed a high-efficiency
hillside drone fleet smart patrolling system.
The major features of this system include
the development of drone ground stations,
programmable automated patrol paths and
frequencies, thermal imaging that can detect
suspicious items and people, providing warning
information to managers, and the ability to operate
multiple drones for assignments, thus reducing
the need for site visitation by personnel and
improving work efficiency. Digital management
of information enables the drone fleet’s regular
inspection records to be comprehensively stored
on the cloud, which makes management, tracking
and use easy, thus ensuring more efficient
patrolling of rural areas and hillsides. Regular
and automated tracking of rural areas also makes
management smarter and more efficient.
This system was introduced in cooperation
with the Keelung City Government in 2019; an
automated drone fleet was used to conduct
patrols. Since 2020, regular automated patrols
have been conducted to monitor important areas.
The inspection results were converted to drawings
and automatically overlaid to analyze changes
to individual sites, effectively improving hillside
management. In the future, patrol fleets will be
established to conduct regular and irregular patrol
flights; this has the effect of increasing patrolling
frequency to locations that are difficult to reach
and preventing illegal developments.

The population of elderly drivers in Taiwan’s
public transportation sector is increasing,
and the industry is having difficulty recruiting
younger drivers. Traditional vehicles are in need
of transformation, and smart transportation
can help to improve service and efficiency. ITRI
is working with bus operators to build selfdriving buses. Two Class A buses are being
customized with drive-by-wire systems, and with
localization, perception, decision, and control
systems for self-driving. This allows self-driving
technology to be rapidly and flexibly applied
to public transportation systems. In addition,
ITRI’s self-driving vehicle behavior decision
modules, microscopic traffic flow simulation
software, and self-driving vehicle simulation
software are being integrated to build a virtual
integration safety verification platform, allowing
self-driving buses to be tested in a virtual traffic
environment with detailed simulations and
precise road maps before the buses hit the road.
The goal is to smoothly conduct the necessary
safety verifications.
Two self-driving test vehicle licenses were obtained
in October 2020. Passenger transportation services
were then implemented in Taichung’s Shuinan
Smart City area for 16 consecutive days. This
represents Taiwan’s first simultaneous field testing
of two Class A self-driving buses. The buses have
driven a total of over 1,180 km, with 284 bus
services and over 800 passengers.
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Smart Industries & Services
Smart Cold Chain Logistics Service Solution
T h e S m a r t C o l d C h a i n Lo g i s t i c s S e r v i c e
Solution assists in the control of temperature
and humidity during product warehousing
and the transportation process. The system
applies a temperature/humidity sensor to
concurrently detect and collect humidity and
temperature information via Bluetooth or WiFi.
By transmitting information to the supervision
platform via a smart monitoring App, the system
can notify administrators via Line and email
about any temperature abnormalities, thus
enabling an immediate response.
The system conforms to medical logistics PIC/
S GDP standards and helps to improve logistic

service via the collection, tracing and analysis
of temperature data. This can be applied to
the logistic chains of biotech medicine, fresh
produce and foods, providing the warehouse
and logistics industries with an effective
solution to reduce product losses during
storage and shipping.

National-Level SupTech Platform for
Internet-Only Banks
Rapid and continuous advancement in digital
technology poses a financial supervision challenge
to corporations and competent authorities.
Traditional legal compliance management relies
heavily on experts in the field. However, manual
management is overcomplicated, and cannot

provide accurate and timely oversight. The current
legal supervision and reporting mode also lacks
real-time data monitoring capability. Therefore,
ITRI, together with financial supervisory agencies
and financial service providers, has developed the
Internet-Only Bank Supervision Platform system
with the aim of making it the world’s first nationallevel, real-time banking supervision. The SupTech
Platform has already undergone pre-launch
simulation with internet-only bank operators,
which collects real-time data and improves data
accuracy to enhance monitoring applications.
API-Based Report

Track Geometry Measurement System
Track geometry measurement is an essential
maintenance task to secure the safety of
railway transportation. Currently, all the
instruments for such measurement are
imported. These must be shipped abroad for
regular check-ups and calibrations, which is
time consuming and expensive. On top of that,
the software does not always fulfill users’
needs. For example, it neither allows the
setting of different permitted deviations, nor
provides different report formats.
I T R I i s i n t r o d u c i n g t h e Tra c k G e o m e t r y
Measurement System (TGMS) to measure track
geometry for domestic railway companies. It is
cost-effective and provides measurements of
track gauge, longitudinal level, alignment, cross

Smart Cold Chain Logistics Service Solution
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Automated SupTech Platform

Internet-Only Bank

Digital, Physical,
Unified, and
Standardized
Services

Supervisory Data
Visualization

Financial
Supervisory
Agencies

level and back gauge. The main features of the
system include (1) compliance with the EN138484:2011 standard, (2) calibration records traced
to the National Measurement Laboratory, (3) full
domestic maintenance support, (4) customizable
software, and (5) real time measurement and
abnormality alarm.

Track Geometry Measurement System
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QUALITY
HEALTH
Keeping
Healthcare Good
& Affordable

Smart Medtech
Non-Steroidal Anti-Psoriatic Botanical Drug PTB323X
Psoriasis is an autoimmune disease which causes chronic inflammatory
skin lesions. When the disease is severe, patients may lose their ability
to function in everyday life. The disease affects approximately 2-3% of the
world’s population. The most common drug treatment for psoriasis involves
the use of steroids; however, long-term steroid use can be a burden on the
human body. Clinical research on the non-steroid plant-based psoriasis
drug PTB323X developed by ITRI shows that it can effectively improve
psoriasis skin inflammation treatment in animals without causing skinrelated side effects.
The development of this new drug utilized ITRI’s plant-based drug
technology platform, which provides information on a range of factors
from medicinal materials and medical effect research to toxicology and
pharmacokinetic tests. The drug provides a safer and effective non-steroid
drug solution that can reduce psoriasis-like inflammation and desquamation
of animal skin. PTB323X can also inhibit skin keratinization. Its curative
effect is superior to clinically used vitamin D derivatives, without the
increase in blood calcium which is the side effect of clinical medicine. This
drug passed TFDA human clinical trials in 2020, and patents have been
applied for in Taiwan, the US, China, the EU, and Japan.

Non-Steroidal Anti-Psoriatic Botanical Drug PTB323X
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Fabrication Techniques for iKNOBEADS with
Multi-Protrusions
Cancer treatment has long been one of the
most difficult topics in biomedicine. Within
the field, cellular immunotherapy is viewed
as a new technology which is fundamentally
different from current cancer treatments, and
therefore has received much attention as a “live
medicine” since its introduction to the market.
Magnetic ferrite beads vitalize immune cells and
increase their numbers, and are thus a critical
auxiliary material in immune cell production.
ITRI’s iKNOBEADS (Biomimetic Knobby Magnetic
Beads) has laid down an important milestone
and foundation for Taiwan’s autoimmune cell
immunotherapy technology.
The innovative multi-protrusion design of this
technology can effectively reduce the time needed
to produce immune cells by 30-45%, thereby
increasing the timeliness of the treatment. With
the application of critical materials made in Taiwan,
the efficiency of T-cell generation increases by
20%, while the number of ferrite beads required is
reduced by 66%. This significantly decreases the
cost of immune cell treatment. GMP production
development and small-batch test production have
already been completed. ITRI is also cooperating
with partners from different sectors to develop
immune cell production technology and clinical
applications. iKNOBEADS technology may replace
the existing products on the market and has the
potential to seize the ferrite bead market, which
has long been monopolized by large international

Fabrication Techniques for iKNOBEADS with Multi-Protrusions
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corporations. The technology was honored at both
the 2019 R&D 100 Awards and the 2020 Edison
Awards.

A Novel Eye Drop Formulation for Treating
Wet Age-Related Macular Degeneration
The wet macular degeneration therapeutic market,
whose value of output is expected to exceed
NT$300 billion in 2024, is dominated by antibody
drugs for intraocular injection. However, eye
injections are required throughout patients’ lives
because traditional eye drops cannot heal lesions
at the rear of the eye. This invasive treatment not
only creates fear in patients, but also carries the
risk of bleeding, infection, increased intraocular
pressure, and even retinal detachment.
ITRI has developed proprietary drug delivery
technology that overcomes the previous
absorption limitation of eye drops. It has been
confirmed as likely to achieve therapeutic
concentration in the choroid/retina of the eye
in rabbits and monkeys, and the efficacy of the
new eye drop has been demonstrated in various
non-human subjects such as rats, rabbits
and primates. It has proved to be both more
convenient and safer when compared with the
current intraocular injection treatment. This drug
delivery technology has also been applied to the
development of multifunctional contact lenses
to provide sustained release of nutrients. The
product has been transferred to manufacturers
and is currently in pilot production.

Bioresorbable Thermal Sensitive Hydrogel entering First
Human Clinical Trials

Bioresorbable Thermal Sensitive Hydrogel
Entering First Human Clinical Trials
Bioresorbable thermal sensitive hydrogel is a
new material in regenerative medicine. At low
temperatures, it is in liquid form. However,
at body temperature it becomes a gel, which
means that it can support revised clinical
methods for implantable biomedical material,
lower the risks associated with exploratory
surgery, and decrease the number of surgeries
required. For example, in the application of bone
repair medical material the gel can be used to
deliver antibiotics, drugs, or growth factors to
achieve regeneration repair without the need for
surgery. ITRI’s bioresorbable thermal sensitive
hydrogel solves the acidification problem which
occurs during the decomposition process. This
effectively expands the gel’s temperature range
and improves safety for human applications.
During the first stage, knee joint maintenance

products were used as the application target
for human trials. Potential future applications
may include other soft and hard tissue repair,
cosmetic medicine, and dentistry.
A patented bioresorbable thermal sensitive
hydrogel means that surgery is no longer the
only solution, and that injections can replace
surgery to improve curative effects and reduce
the number of treatments required. After the
establishment of ITRI’s GMP trial production
procedure, previous verification reviewed
by the NTUH Research Ethics Committee on
clinical safety and effectiveness, and clinical
trials approved by the Ministry of Health and
Welfare, human trials were initiated. This new
material will increase the value added and
competitiveness of Taiwan’s synthetic medical
polymer industry and end its long-term reliance
on imported raw materials.
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Healthcare
WiFi Radar Technology
ITRI’s WiFi Radar Technology uses WiFi signals
resembling a bat’s sonar system in order to
detect the activity status of people within a
space; it can locate and track people indoors,
monitor breathing and heart rate, and provide
sleep stage/quality analysis. For precise
measurement of indoor positioning, WiFi Radar
adopts the wavelength of WiFi electromagnetic
waves as a scale to measure distance.
Personnel do not need to carry additional
positioning equipment; instead, they can simply
use their mobile phones as the target object
for real-time positioning. This can help clients
establish a precision positioning and tracking
detection system that warns of intrusions.
Currently, ITRI is working with vendors to
conduct smart factory personnel management,
collect personnel flow statistics, and perform
area movement and loitering time analysis.
These functions can improve smarter labor
safety control and automation in different fields.
In the field of bio-detection, WiFi Radar sensing
technology is a non-contact method that does
not require wearable devices. Low energy
electromagnetic waves are used to detect a
user’s sleep status and quality. When the system
determines that the human body has entered
deep sleep, the system displays information
which the person has learned during the daytime
and stimulates the brain’s hippocampus to
convert short-term memory into long-term
memory in the cerebral cortex. WiFi Radar
sensing technology can also be used to detect
sleep apnea, and to aid in the early detection
of Alzheimer’s dementia. This technology won
2020 Catalyst Award presented by U.S. National
Academy of Medicine.

in medical care resources, a systematic evaluation
of wounds to facilitate appropriate care is vital for
both patients and medical workers.
iSCare is an image capturing device and system
which integrates color, thermal and 3D images
with the application of AI technology to capture
the surface topography of wounds, attaining
an estimated measurement accuracy of 85%
for wound size as well as for the ratio of tissue
conditions (granulation, necrosis and putrefaction).
Auto-measurement data is generated by AI
analysis within seconds.
This solution is the world’s first wound imaging
device that integrates these three imaging
methods, providing rash and swelling data as well
as blood circulation information from the surface
of the wound to 2 mm under the epidermis. It is
capable of remote and zero-contact measurement
with a latency of 1 second and 85% accuracy.
Using this technology, professionals located
anywhere can easily access the high-quality
images and analysis they need to enable the
evaluation of healing progress; they are then able
to provide frontline technicians with advice on
appropriate treatment methods.

PoseFit Muscular Functional Screening Mirror for Older Adults

PoseFit Muscular Functional Screening
Mirror for Older Adults
ITRI’s PoseFit Mirror uses 2D skeleton extraction
and motion tracking dynamic estimation to
evaluate muscular functions. It marks and
measures posture, motion balance, and flexibility
of the tested person, along with their muscular
strength and endurance levels, and then
suggests personalized strengthening exercises
based on the results.

iSCare: A Smart-Care Solution for Chronic
Wounds

The system provides a simple, streamlined
screening procedure and user interface that is
easy for elders to operate and follow. The set
of testing poses and movements were designed

Chronic wounds are often difficult to treat, and
take a long time to heal due to their complicated
pathophysiology. Against a background shortage
of trained healthcare professionals and a disparity

by sports and physiology experts and the
evaluation model strictly follows research results
and studies. The elderly being tested need not
wear or be attached to additional devices; the
screening can be done simply by following and
emulating a set of poses.
Posefit Mirror would be directly applicable
to most long-term care facilities or fitness
centers. We might also foresee future spin-off
or licensing agreements for this product with
companies interested in senior healthcare and
fitness. Hopefully, this system would eventually
improve care and quality of life for the entire
senior population.

iSCare: A Smart-Care Solution for Chronic Wounds
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SUSTAINABLE
ENVIRONMENT
Creating
a Low-Carbon,
Energy-Saving
& Circular
Community

Circular Economy
Bamboo Waste Reused as Mushroom Cultivation Substrate and Biofuel
In the past, bamboo waste was sold to joss paper producers. However,
as the paper industry moved offshore, bamboo waste has no place to
go, resulting in a break in the industry chain. In order to properly handle
the industrial waste, ITRI has set up a strategic program that includes
developing technology to reuse bamboo waste as a substrate for mushroom
cultivation, and working with mushroom producers. It has been confirmed
that adding 40% bamboo shavings to the growing medium for king trumpet
mushrooms can increase growth rate by 11% and annual revenue of the
mushroom producer by 10%.
In addition, ITRI helps biofuel producers build factories which can produce
48,000 tons of bio-fuel annually by converting waste mushroom compost
bags into biofuel. This biofuel features high heat value, low sulfur oxide
(SOx) proportion, low nitrogen oxide (NOx) proportion, and zero carbon
emission. Analysis has shown that one ton of this biofuel can produce 5.7
tons of steam, creating a profit of NT$190 million and a carbon reduction
of 310,000 tons annually. Building an industry chain for bamboo waste
reused as mushroom cultivation substrate and biofuel can establish a
new circular economy and a new cooperation model for the bamboo,
mushroom, and energy industries, as well as reuse waste materials for
the most economic benefits.

Bamboo Waste Reused as Mushroom Cultivation Substrate and Biofuel
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Smart Manufacturing

High Performance Wastewater Treatment and Biogas Generation Technology for Pig Farms

High Performance Wastewater Treatment
and Biogas Generation Technology for Pig
Farms
Wastewater and offensive odors have always
been tough challenges in the development of
a sustainable pig farming industry in Taiwan.
The pollution prevention strategies, resource
planning and technology guidance provided by
ITRI to 577 pig farms resulted in over 74% of

CO2
45,000
metric tons

＝

Carbon Emissions Produced
by

160,000 Scooters

High Frequency and High Power Electronic
System Technology

Process Simulator for CVD Thin Film
Equipment

Compound semiconductor devices have become
the mainstream for 5G communication, renewable
energy and electric vehicle applications because
of the desirable properties of high temperature
resistance, high voltage tolerance, and allowance
of high frequency operation. ITRI has put a lot
of effort into developing high power electronic
semiconductor technology. From device-level and
packaging-level design and simulation, packaging
a ss e m b ly a n d te s t i n g , a n d sy s te m - l ev e l
integration, ITRI has demonstrated the turnkey
solution and autonomous product development
capabilities. Motor drives for high-precision
industrial servo motor, electric assistive bike and
electrical scooter applications can be exemplified.
The technological maturity of these developed
prototypes has reached Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) 6 with the verification of the required
functions. The industry may adopt this solution
without requiring the most difficult phase of
product development, which will expedite the
time-to-market progress and capture further
business opportunities.

A common problem that has vexed epitaxy
operators is the need to rely on the experience
of operating personnel to determine optimal
production parameters. Individual experience
often determines the time needed to adjust
machines and yield rate. ITRI’s CVD Thin Film
Deposition Simulator integrates big data, AI
digitized control, and multiple physical coupling
simulations to expand approximately 100 sets
of manufacturing simulation parameter results
to about 1,100 sets via AI algorithm training
modules, thus reducing parameter determination
time from one week to about two hours and
significantly increasing production efficiency.
This technology is also used by major companies
in Hsinchu Science Park to verify MOCVD GaN
and silicon film by multiple physical coupling
simulations with an accuracy of over 90%, with
a mean thickness error rate maintained below
5%. In addition, ITRI will engage with major
equipment companies to promote semiconductor
end user applications in the future.

them meeting wastewater emission standards
for effluent chemical oxygen demand (COD).
Additionally, improvements in wastewater
treatment efficiency enable pig farms to increase
methane production. Through providing
customized guidance for biogas generation sites,
ITRI can help them gain increased economic
benefits, with 45 ITRI pig farm guidance plan
participants with a total installed power capacity
of approximately 3.4 MW to date. Such biogas
generating systems have now been invested in
by facilities housing an estimated total of 2.5
million hogs, accounting for 45% of the pigs
raised in Taiwan, and the methane can be used to
reduce carbon emissions by an estimated 45,000
metric tons, which is equivalent to that produced
by 160,000 motorcycles. This technology
enables pig farm wastewater to be converted to
environmentally friendly profit, thus transforming
the corporate image of the industry as a whole.
High Frequency and High Power Electronic System Technology
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Process Simulator for CVD Thin Film Equipment
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Artificial Surface Modification (ASM) for Agile Surface Inspection

Multi-Axis Digital Servo Control Technology
Controllers account for about 30% of the cost of
automated equipment, and the annual market
demand for them exceeds NT$100 billion. With
the arrival of 5G, factories are facing major
changes. Big data is being integrated with IoT
to form smart factories, and the development of
fully-digital, multi-axis motion control integration
solutions is the key to the smart digital
transformation of equipment. ITRI’s Fully-Digital
Motion Control platform provides industrial
IoT architecture, multi-axis motion control
technology, real-time industrial networking and

Multi-Axis Digital Servo Control Technology
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customized operating systems. The platform
can be applied to a wide range of controllers,
semiconductor equipment, and industrial
computers to be used by panel factories and
other system integration developments.

Artificial Surface Modification (ASM) for
Agile Surface Inspection

Development of Digital Navigation System
Technology for Intelligent CSTR Efficiency
Analysis

their operating history, a result which has proved
the feasibility of the system.

Owing to aging facilities and process modifications,
the production efficiency of many existing
petrochemical plants has fallen lower than
optimal. Conventional data-driven AI tools can
only perform prediction and optimization within
given data and operational ranges, limiting
the possibility of further production benefit
enhancements. ITRI developed an AI-enhanced
intelligent production efficiency support system
which features automatic guidance to maintain
optimum production process efficiency. This
enables petrochemicals industries to upgrade
current automatic controlled operation modes
to intelligent operations and creates new value
through intelligent manufacturing management.

In-Mold Technology Development for
Precision Molding Systems

This technology, equipped with AI-enhanced
and predictive theoretical modeling, both based
on chemical process theories, can significantly
enhance the adaptability and accuracy of AI
tools within the petrochemical industry. The
participating manufacturer has validated the
technology by operating a given process within
suggested parameters. The resulting yield proved
to be 1-2% higher than the previous best value in

The blossoming of consumer electronic products
has driven the plastics and rubber machinery
industry to shift to high-mix low-volume and
customized production, particularly through
the development of innovative and intelligent
injection molding machines. ITRI’s work in this
area includes technologies for gas-assisted
injection molding, intelligent mold-temperature
control, and organic gas monitoring. It cooperates
with Victor Taichung, FCS group, U-Gu Co. Ltd.,
CoreTech System Co. Ltd., and other companies
on metal powder and special materials injection,
precision optical components, and precision
molding processes. These technologies help to
improve output quality and yield, and shorten the
production cycle by over 35%, while effectively
solving the problem of the release of organic
gas and dust (formaldehyde PM 2.5) into
the environment and maintaining treatment
efficiency at over 70%. This project will promote
the flourishing of injection molding technology
for the automobile industry, further adding value
for local companies.

In the past, surface inspection of transportation
vehicles and highly reflective materials (such as
glass and plumbing parts) was done manually.
This time-consuming process often caused
severe damage to the eyes of inspecting
personnel due to the strong light required.
Although the application of matting materials
can prevent light reflection, the powder which
remains on the parts is both difficult to remove
and an environmental pollutant. The ASM
Surface Inspection Technology developed by
ITRI atomizes water within 10 seconds and
applies a mist to the surface of the workpiece.
After the inspection, the water beads evaporate
naturally for an environmentally friendly and
effective solution. This technique expands the
visual testing range from a reflectivity of 20-80%
to 10-99%. In combination with surface feature
identification, this process detects scratches,
contamination, scrapes, and bruises while
preventing harm to personnel. It also reduces the
defect rate by 30% and can be applied to head-up
display glass, and molds for plumbing parts and
transparent insoles.
In-Mold Technology Development for Precision Molding Systems
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Laser 3D Measurement Technology
T h e m a c h i n i n g i n d u s t r y c u r r e n t ly l a c ks
on-line 3D quality inspection technology.
Workpieces therefore need to be transported
to the inspection room for off-line coordinate
measuring machine (CMM) measurements,
which is both time-consuming and laborintensive. To overcome factory temperature
drift, ITRI has developed a laser 3D scanning
system which also supports multi-axis and highspeed scanning to capture high-quality 3D point
clouds. The resulting workpiece data facilitates
the automated procedure, process parameter
corrections and quality control inspection. The
technology offers a highly flexible and efficient
production and quality inspection solution.

A Comprehensive Laser Welding System for
Lithium-Ion Power Battery Packs
Most current battery modules are based on
18650 battery cells, used mainly in hand tools,
appliances, and electric mopeds. The small battery
module has fewer battery cells and resistance

welding joints and provides a shallow welding
depth (the thickness of the tab needs to be < 0.3
mm), resulting in slow manufacturing, single-point
patterns, and tab materials limited to nickel and
ferrous materials. To meet battery requirements
for large-scale electric vehicles and energy storage,
traditional battery cells are being replaced by
large-capacity square cells, with thicker copper,
aluminum (> 0.5 mm) and other high conductivity
and difficult-to-weld metals being adopted as tab
materials. Existing resistance welding therefore
cannot meet current requirements.
To solve this problem, ITRI’s intelligent laser
welding derives from direct problem simulation,
inverse problem simulation, and experimental
data. This welding technology greatly shortens the
process adjustment time by 60% and predicts postwelding quality in order to meet the energy storage
demands of large-scale electric vehicles. When
this technology is utilized to manufacture battery
modules for electric buses, prototype vehicles are
operational within one year, and the modules meet
original stability criteria.

Intelligent Composite Flexible Tooling System

Intelligent Composite Flexible Tooling
System
The machining process for composites currently
requires a fixture to support and clamp parts.
Different types of parts need specific fixtures,
which increases manufacturing costs. The flexible
tooling system technology developed by ITRI
uses an ideal CAD model and optimized software
to generate flexible holding fixtures for composite
material parts with variable supporting pitch.
The machine tool company CMS has already
developed a customized flexible tooling system
solution which makes use of such fixtures.
ITRI technology provides an improved solution
for composite parts with anti-deformation
optimization function to maintain deformation
below 0.5 mm and reduce production line change
times by more than 70%; it is therefore highly
useful for machine tool companies operating in
the composite manufacturing equipment market,

doubling the selling price for machine tools while
leading the way for product upgrades in the
market.

High-Intelligence Control System for
Manufacturing Work Cells
ITRI has developed M2M (Machine to Machine)
EtherCAT communication technology, a highintelligence control system which can be used
to integrate robots and CNC machines into automanufacturing work cells. These CNC machines
and robots are all equipped with fully digital control
systems and high-response servo drives, along with
3D rapid machining simulation, real-time collision
detection and machine vision functions. With the
help of standard OPC UA and various intelligent
manufacturing process applications, this integrated
solution has already assisted several metal
machining factories in increasing manufacturing
efficiency and reducing labor costs.
Laser 3D Measurement Technology
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A Comprehensive Laser Welding System for Lithium-Ion Power
Battery Packs
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Green Energy &
Environment Technology
Networked Amide Epoxy Polymer
Electrolyte (NAEPE) for Solid State LithiumIon Batteries
As energy density and size increases, lithium-ion
batteries (LIBs) have incurred safety concerns
due to their volatile and flammable organic liquid
electrolytes. Efforts are therefore being made to
replace existing electrolytes with solid-state ones
to develop safe, high energy density LIBs.

AM Technology R&D - from Independent Development to
Smart Systems

Process Analysis and Optimization

AM Technology R&D – from Independent
Development to Smart Systems

domestically, which also met aerospace industry
Metallic Materials Properties Development and
Standardization (MMPDS) standards.

ITRI has established the capabilities in developing
laser AM machines and metal powders. In
recent years, aluminum alloy, titanium alloy, and
nickel-based alloy specialized molds, aerospace
components and medical devices have been printed
for breathable conformal cooling molds, customized
medical implants with good osseointegration, and
lightweight aerospace components. ITRI-developed
technologies include analytical tools to generate
optimal process parameters and residual stress
simulations, as well as intelligent equipment
monitoring to reduce unnecessary downtime by
80%. These greatly shorten the learning curve for
inexperienced manufacturers.
The technologies have been applied to innovative
requirements of mold manufacturing in order to
meet the digital transformation of the traditional
footwear industry, while a newly established ISO
13485-compliant medical device manufacturing factory
has collaborated with hospitals to gain approval to
conduct Taiwan’s first human subject research in
AM medical implants. Aerospace parts have passed
aluminum alloy manufacturing quality confirmation

ITRI has developed Networked Amide Epoxy
Polymer Electrolyte (NAEPE), a nonflammable
and low-cost electrolyte material with high ionic
conductivity and voltage stability, which can
greatly improve the safety and cycle life of LIBs.
NAEPE is created through polymerization of liquid
electrolytes with the crosslinking agent and the
initiator at ambient temperatures.

NAEPE can also be blended with inorganic ceramic
electrolyte materials to form an organic/inorganic
composite solid-state electrolyte that can replace
not only the liquid electrolyte but also the
separator. This novel solution is suitable for the
roll-to-roll continuous processing of electrodes for
flexible solid-state batteries.
The polymerization of this novel NAEPE material
does not require heat or UV light. The solid
electrolyte has a high flash point temperature,
making it less likely to catch fire and promoting
a high-temperature cycle life. This technology
enables solid state batteries to overcome the
single-structure limitations of LIBs, creating a
cell to module opportunity and achieving high
voltage (12V).

Process Analysis and Optimization
As process technology progresses, traditional
process analysis and optimization (PAO) techniques
have encountered bottlenecks. The parameter
optimization system of ITRI’s PAO technology is
based on advanced machine learning algorithms and
AI search techniques. The new PAO offers the high
scalability required within various industries and
has two main features. The first is to provide highaccuracy process quality prediction in small data
cases by integrating simulation data and historical
data for similar products. The second is to precisely
recommend process parameters by incorporating
feedback from both traditional process engineers
and AI. In addition to the semiconductor field,
ITRI’s PAO can be applied to process optimization
in the chemical and steel industries, significantly
improving product yield. It can increase development
speed by up to 90.9%, reduce costs, and accelerate
manufacturers’ time to market.

Networked Amide Epoxy Polymer Electrolyte (NAEPE) for Solid State Lithium-Ion Batteries
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helicopter have been successfully completed. Over
an accumulated flight distance of 300 kilometers,
safety and reliability have been confirmed. Flights
across the sea from Yilan to Guishan Island and
from Penghu to Wangan have been carried out
to verify the feasibility of logistic delivery. These
solutions pave the way for heavy payload high
endurance UAVs.

Design and Operation of Megawatt-Level
Energy Storage Systems
Innovative Hybrid Power System for High Endurance and
Heavy Load Commercial UAVs

Innovative Hybrid Power System for High
Endurance and Heavy Load Commercial UAVs
Now that UPS (2019/10) and Prime Air (2020/08)
have passed the relevant US FAA regulation 135
capability certifications, logistic delivery services will
quickly launch extensive drone applicability tests.
However, heavy payload and insufficient energy will
still be big challenges. ITRI’s fuel cell hybrid powered
UAV system can overcome these difficulties while
providing flight times 2-3 times longer than those
powered by LIBs of the same weight.
This achievement makes use of an ITRI-developed
high endurance fuel cell hybrid power system with
high efficiency hybrid power technology combined
with lightweight and high-power fuel cell stacks.
Research results show commercial drones with
a payload of 10 kg can reach 74 minutes of flight
time when configuration of payload and hydrogen
tank are optimal. Meanwhile, in cooperation with
the company AVIX, flight tests of a fuel cell powered

Design and Operation of Megawatt-level Energy Storage Systems
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In recent years, as the penetration of renewable
energy has increased, improved energy storage
has become an important solution to the critical
negative impact of intermittent renewable energy
on the stability of power grids.
ITRI’s work on developing a megawatt-level energy
storage system includes system specifications
and a battery pack integration interface, PCS, as
well as a system control platform. Between 2017
and 2020, ITRI built three pilot plants of a total
capacity of 7 MW at sites in Yongan, Longjing, and
Changpin in collaboration with Taiwan Power
Company (TaiPower). The project has seen the
integration and testing of various electrochemical
batteries from local vendors, thus benefiting the
local energy storage system industry. Electricity
market deregulation is a driver for power system
transformation. ITRI has also performed a variety
of ancillary services, and seen as a whole, the
trials help TaiPower to refine market rules and
communication specifications. Market participation in
energy storage developments will help renewables
contribute 20% of total grid power by 2025.

Mass Production of Dye-Sensitized Cells
(DSC) and Smart Application of Photovoltaic
Energy
The use of the Dye-Sensitized Cell (DSC) to
replace dry cells sharply reduces impact on the
environment and contributes to the growing
trend towards renewables. An energy-generating
technology for low-light power generation,
DSC has the advantages of power generation
indoors, customizability, low cost, and 100%
controllability. It also achieves a world-leading
module conversion efficiency of 17%. At the
Shalun Green Energy Technology Demonstration
Site in Tainan, ITRI is cooperating with local
industry to build the world’s first trial production
line; it will attain an annual production capacity of
100,000 units, and expansion is planned to reach
300,000 units in the future. ITRI has assisted
local industry in implementing DSC into electric
curtains, sensors, electronic paper and many
other commercial applications with remarkable
results. This technology won an R&D 100 Award
in 2020.

which require a large amount of fuel to proceed
at 700-800°C. Compared with international nanocatalyst products, which require a reactive
temperature in the range of 300-350°C, ITRI’s
single-atom technology can disperse platinum
onto the surface of a support to form a singleatom catalyst, and the amount of precious metal
required is a mere 20% when compared with
technologies from well-known international
manufacturers. Field test confirmation indicates
that the destruction removal efficiency (DRE)
for VOCs can reach 99% at 200°C. In the future,
fuel consumption may be reduced more than
50% via heat integration, leading to both energy
savings and carbon reduction. Furthermore, this
technology can lower both equipment costs and
the danger of overheating.

Innovative Low Energy Consumption SingleAtom Catalyst Technology
Currently, the most frequently adopted method
of reducing VOC emissions is air pollution
abatement using high-temperature methods,
Mass Production of Dye-Sensitized Cells (DSC) and Smart
Application of Photovoltaic Energy

Innovative Low Energy Consumption Single-Atom Catalyst Technology
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Total Solution for Laboratory Flow
Calibration Systems
ITRI provides a solution for the establishment
o f a s t a n d a r d c a l i b ra t i o n s y s t e m w h i c h
combines flow system engineering, industrial
grade intelligent monitoring, measurement
traceability and quality assurance solutions
meeting the latest international standards and
industry regulations to help customers improve
the accuracy of flow measurement, thereby
increasing product reliability.
ITRI’s customizable solution features core
component development, experiment and
process optimization, intelligent measurement
control procedures, and integration of on-site and
remote communication.
ITRI has assisted more than 20 laboratories to
establish their own flow standard systems, as
well as helping Tokyo Keiso Co. Ltd., establish
a high-pressure gas flow calibration system in
Yilan County. It also extended support to the
National Institute of Metrology (Thailand), and
the Vietnam Metrology Institute to establish their
own national gas standards.

Commercial and Service Models for the
Active Magnetic Bearing Centrifugal Water
Chiller
ITRI has established a fully autonomous AMB
spindle and centrifugal compressor product
technology. Using the world’s only high-speed
induction motor which does not require rare
earth magnets, along with a full electromagnetic
sensor and bearings as the AMB spindle main
structure, the technology combines with digital
drive methodology to power a single-stage
centrifugal compressor with a patented variable
volume control mechanism. More than 30
different application sites have now been set up,
with energy saving efficiency reaching as high
as 40%. The efficiency of the 300 RT has reached
national energy efficiency Class 1 standard.
Additionally, ITRI has simultaneously established
the world’s first business model for this field, and
provided individual solutions for AMB spindle
components, as well as integrated solutions for
compressors and chillers based on customer
needs. Whether in terms of product price and
performance, delivery time, after-sales service,
or spare parts preparation, there is a competitive
advantage over imported products.

PV Mobile Lab Technology
To ensure the quality of photovoltaic (PV)
modules, testing in an accredited laboratory is
highly recommended. This means that modules
need to be packed and sent away, a situation
which can lead to breakage in transit, as well as
serious logistical problems.

Wind Turbine Solutions: Portable Blade Inspection Device and
Tower Monitoring Technology

The PV Mobile Lab is designed to perform visual
inspection, electroluminescence imaging, peak
power determination in STC, and electrical
insulation tests. The design of the mobile
laboratory ensures reliability of results equal
to that from a conventional lab. Its innovative
design is based on an expandable mechanism
and oil-hydraulic stretch platform, which has
allowed ITRI to implement a tunnel-type solar
simulator in a vehicle that weighs less than
3,500 kg and achieve stable optical performance.
Within controlled environmental conditions,
tests confirm that the spectral mismatch, nonuniformity of irradiance and temporal instability
of irradiance of the simulator achieve the
parameters that define it as class 3 A+ or better.

Wind Turbine Solutions: Portable Blade
Inspection Device and Tower Monitoring
Technology
ITRI has developed a portable wind turbine blade
inspection device to provide a novel solution for
fast, real-time checking of turbine blades. By
using wind turbine noise as the signal source for
damage detection, it greatly reduces inspection
backlogs and maintenance costs, while enabling
an increase in the frequency of inspections from
twice a year to twice a month to help ensure
early wind blade repair, in addition to preventing
catastrophic structural damage.
ITRI’s wind turbine tower monitoring technology
features on-site measurement and simulation
technology to understand critical damage
effects within the wind turbine structure. For
instance, it has been discovered that change in
the second-mode frequency of the wind turbine
column is directly related to damage to the
foundations. The technology can be used as
a tool for structural monitoring and provision
of supporting data for the evaluation of wind
turbine replacement schedules.

PV Mobile Lab

Commercial and Service Models for the Active Magnetic Bearing Centrifugal Water Chiller
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INTELLIGENTIZATION
ENABLING
TECHNOLOGY
Developing
Intelligentization
Enabling Technologies
for Value Co-Creation

Semiconductor
Development for Next-Generation Memory Technology
Due to the limits of Moore’s law, improving the device/system efficiency
is the main goal for electrical and electronic researchers. For the
applications of low-power and energy-efficient systems, ITRI has
developed next-generation memory technologies with ferroelectric
memory (FRAM) and third-generation magnetic memory (SOT-MRAM).
For FRAM, the breakthrough in materials and process techniques in
ITRI has overcome the restrictions of conventional FRAM (limited at 130
nm technology-node) to make it applicable for 28 nm technology-node
with low operating voltage, low power consumption, high density and
excellent reliability. Corresponding results were published in IEDM 2019
and IEDM 2020.
For MRAM, a proof-of-concept processing platform and ecosystem
using ITRI’s IP and core capabilities was established for SOT MRAM
technology. ITRI’s MRAM platform assists domestic foundries in
the joint development of MRAM technologies and their prototypes.
Besides, ITRI cooperates with academic research teams from NTU,
NCTU and NTHU by leveraging their core capabilities in magnetic
materials on advanced MRAM-related topics. ITRI’s platform can
accelerate the development of MRAM technology as well as provide
core technologies to foundries in Taiwan.
Development for Next-Generation Memory Technology
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Fringe Projection 3D Profile Measurement
and Reflectometer Technology for
Semiconductor Wafers
I n t h e m a n u fa c t u r i n g o f s i l i c o n w a f e r s ,
printed circuit boards and flat panel displays,
the measurement of three-dimensional
information is rapidly gaining importance. ITRI
has developed a 3D telecentric measurement
system based on fringe projection techniques to
measure the absolute phase corresponding to
the 3D shape of a surface with microbumps. The
system uses reflectometer technology to correct
the thickness of the thin film to construct a real
bump height map. ITRI also developed a microtelecentric 3D measurement system, which can
increase the magnification from 0.75x to 10x
enabling resolution of bump heights as low as
3 μm. This system uses a novel measurement
algorithm based on an area scan camera with

a flexibly programmable region of interest
(ROI) to increase measurement speed. This
fringe projecting system with selectable fringe
density and adjustable projecting angles has
been verified to flexibly and optimally introduce
the phase-shifting algorithm to production-line
bump measurement for a wide range of heights
(3–160 μm) and 0.3 μm measurement accuracy,
enabling it to meet future market needs for
advanced packaging.

10x
Magniﬁcation

10x

Wafer-Level Memory Stacking Applications

Wafer-Level Memory Stacking Applications
In order to strengthen global competitiveness
of the memory industry in Taiwan, ITRI has
developed Si interposers with Through-Silicon
Vias (TSVs) technology for the double stack
architecture of dynamic random access memory
(DRAM), and an oxide-to-oxide wafer bonding
technology was established and verified with
real DRAM wafers. This technology can meet
the memory packaging requirements for higher
capacity, higher performance, lower power
consumption, lower latency, and smaller volume.
This technology has passed the open/short,
leakage current and functional tests, and the
yield before and after the stacking processes
is almost the same. The confirmed thickness of
finished top wafer has been reduced to 20 μm,
successfully verifying manufacturing feasibility.

Open-Source AI Chips Platform
As AI applications become increasingly commonplace,
the development of AI chips presents an important
opportunity for Taiwan’s semiconductor industry.
Because vendors may face challenges such as high-

mix low-volume production, lack of key AI intellectual
property, and insufficient software/hardware integration
design ability, ITRI has invested in the development of
an AI chip platform solution which includes new chiplet
technology and AI innovation platforms. The goal is
to promote AI chip-horizontal integration for industry
cooperation, actively build an industry ecosystem, and
grasp business opportunities for AI industrialization.
ITRI completed the development and optimization of AI
architecture static analysis technology and licensed its
AI chip system simulation technology to semiconductor
companies. ITRI has also developed AI chip architecture
analysis technology and authorized its use for fingerprint
identification system manufacturers, established the ITRI
deep learning accelerator (DLA) open-source hardware
for AI, and provided hardware reference design and
tools to domestic IC design companies.
At the same time, ITRI built an open-source AI software
compilation and design platform and licensed it to
leading electrical design automation vendor Synopsys.
ITRI and Synopsys also jointly established the AI Chip
Design Lab to provide basic software and hardware
resources for AI chip design, thereby lowering the
design threshold and attracting more vendors to invest
in device-end AI chip technology development.
Fringe Projection 3D Profile Measurement and Reflectometer Technology for Semiconductor Wafers
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Communications
5G O-RAN Technology
With the rapid development of 5G, business
opportunities in open radio access network
(O-RAN) equipment have begun to surface. ITRI
has developed a small 5G stand-alone (SA) base
station, which has been transferred to multiple
server and network communications equipment
companies, and vendors working with ITRI have
successfully become suppliers to three of the
biggest network equipment manufacturers in
Japan. ITRI and cooperating vendors have also
passed O-RAN RU’s PlugFest interoperability
verification used by European operators. ITRI
also helps domestic industries become important
equipment suppliers for the international O-RAN
ecosystem, and to gain business opportunities in
the global 5G O-RAN system.
ITRI has continued to work on 5G technologies,
including small base stations, edge computing,
core networks, and field applications. Among
these, the self-organizing network (SON)
improves smart management in small base
station units, can effectively lower the cost of
building a network, and support vertical 5G
application in cross-industry cooperation. This

Cybersecurity & Cloud Technology
technology won the 2020 Judges’ Choice Award
presented by the Small Cell Forum (SCF).

Low Temperature Co-Fired Ceramic (LTCC)
Parts and Material Vendors Entering the 5G
International Supply Chain
Due to the lack of leading domestic communication
system manufacturers in Taiwan’s communications
component industry, it is difficult for emerging
communications industries such as 5G to enter
the supply chain; typical holdups include obtaining
specifications and gaining industrial advantages
in the early stages. Together with Taiwan DuPont,
ITRI has used the Low-Temperature Co-Fired
Ceramic (LTCC) field verification platform and highprecision material process integration technology
to achieve 250MHz bandwidth and passband loss
below -1 dB for 5G FR1 Substrate Integration
Waveguide (SIW). This overcomes Huawei’s patent
restrictions on ceramic waveguide filters and
has been verified by the manufacturer Nokia. In
the future, ITRI will first obtain materials, design,
manufacturing, and inspection certifications; at which
point the technology will be transferred to domestic
communication component manufacturers in order
to help them enter the international 5G supply chain.

Low Temperature Co-Fired Ceramic (LTCC) Parts and Material Vendors Entering the 5G International Supply Chain
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Privacy Enhanced Technology
One fundamental feature of the AI age is the
processing of data derived from cross-domain
cooperation and using such data to explore new
applications or business opportunities. Since the
GDPR was implemented within the EU in 2018,
privacy concerns have come to occupy a more
important status in data analysis. In 2020, Taiwan
announced CNS 29100-2, its own national data
privacy standard concerning sensitive data.
ITRI developed Privacy Enhanced Technology (PET)
to enhance privacy for structured data, time series
data, and medical data. It satisfies CNS standards
by using the K-anonymity algorithm and Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN) to meet statistical
characteristics and machine learning requirements.
ITRI’s technology protects time series data while
also reducing the data loss rate by about 34%.
These PET solutions from ITRI currently help the
National Center for High-performance Computing
in building a medical data de-identification
service and integrate it into smart manufacturing
services within startups. Planned new PET
services will provide an innovative service which
cooperates with cloud service providers and
integrates their data for cross-domain analysis.

Intelligent Cloud Platform for the Machinery
Industry
As the domestic machinery industry undergoes
digital transformation of production lines,
problems of incompatibility between various
Smart Machine Boxes (SMBs) have emerged.
ITRI has launched an intelligent cloud platform
for the machinery industry in order to integrate
different SMB systems from various vendors. It
allows industry, academia, and research institutes
to focus efforts on the development of domain
knowledge and application services, greatly
increasing application options for clients. Internet
of things, cloud computing, software virtualization
and containerization are among the technologies
utilized by the platform; meanwhile, it also
includes standardized SMB execution environment
and information models, standardized
development and installation processes, and
standardized e-commerce operating platforms.
It is currently a globally unique cloud service
platform oriented for the machinery industry.
The intelligent cloud platform combines the
expertise of legal entities in various industrial
fields and develops smart machinery solutions
based on domain knowledge and application
requirements of six major industries (metal
cutting, metal forming, plastic injection, textiles,
electronics, and fasteners), establishing a
smart machinery industry ecosystem. Through
the application of smart machinery solutions,
it assists these six major industries in the
adoption of intelligent manufacturing to establish
differentiated competitive advantages.

Intelligent Cloud Platform for the Machinery Industry
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Financial Report

Balance Sheet
Assets

Current Assets

Accounting Item
Total Revenues
Revenues from Contracted Projects
Revenues from Technical Service
Derivative Revenues from Contracted Projects
Non-Operating Revenues
Total Expenses
Contracted Projects Expenses
Technical Service Expenses
Derivative Contracted Projects Expenses
Applied Research Expenses
Non-Operating Expenses

Net Income

62

2020

2019

24,835

24,512

8,235

8,191

15,174

14,793

1,323

1,355

103

173

24,665

24,305

8,210

8,183

14,451

14,094

1,297

1,313

681

680

26

35

170

207

2019

Liabilities and
Funds and Surplus

2020

2019

9,573

9,749

Current Liabilities

7,765

7,744

Accounts
Payable, Accrued
Expenses,
Receipts under
Custody and
Other Payables

6,352

6,593

Advance Receipts

1,413

1,151

Other Liabilities

3,485

3,554

Total Liabilities

11,250

11,298

Funds and Surplus

10,127

10,393

Initial and
Donated Funds

468

468

Donated Surplus

636

636

Assets
Improvement
and Expansion
Reserve

5,957

6,214

Investment Funds
Surplus

3,046

3,046

Capital SurplusLong-Term Equity
Investments

20

29

Accumulated
Surplus

1,946

1,520

Others

1,663

1,832

Total Funds and
Surplus

13,736

13,745

Total Liabilities
and Funds and
Surplus

24,986

25,043

5,159

5,373

Accounts
Receivables,
Accrued
Incomes
and Other
Receivables

4,296

4,192

Inventories

Statement of Comprehensive Income

2020

Cash

Prepaid
Expenses

Unit: Million NTD

Unit: Million NTD

Funds Deposits
and Long-Term
Investments

Property, Plant
and Equipment

Other Assets

Total Assets

115

118

3

66

6,726

8,294

393

24,986

6,789

8,044

461

25,043
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Snapshot of 2020
JAN

1/8

ITRI, together with Acer subsidiary company Xplova and major textile manufacturer Everest Textile,
signed an MoU to develop the smart wearable device, iStimUweaR. This agreement combines a bicycle
training system, textile design and manufacturing technology; in doing so it aims to connect the system
and smart wearable device supply chains and channels to tap into the global digital sports market.

1/14

ITRI organized the “Southern Taiwan Industry Innovation Forum”, which showcased almost 30
outstanding technological developments in the fields of digital transformation, local advantages, and
startup incubation.

2/14

Under the guidance of the MOEA, ITRI worked with the Taiwan Machine Tool & Accessory Builder’s
Association, the Precision Machinery Research & Development Center, the Metal Industries Research
& Development Centre (MIRDC) and the Taiwan Textile Research Institute to help vendors introduce
face mask production equipment. ITRI sent technicians and engineers to NCM Machinery to set up
equipment and production lines to enable immediate manufacturing of face masks.

2/19

ITRI worked with Janssen Pharmaceuticals, a subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson, to develop Dual-Action
Immunotherapy Drug Development Technology. This is a milestone for the collaborations between
Taiwan and international corporations in the R&D of new medicines.

2/27

ITRI signed a strategic partnership agreement with the Japanese venture capital company UMI, which
specializes in investments in the materials and chemical industry. The goal is to use technology
collaboration, innovation, and added value for sensors, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS),
and the applications of specialty chemicals and semiconductor materials in the information and
communication fields.

3/11

ITRI was named among the Derwent Top 100 Global Innovators for the fourth time. As Asia’s most
awarded R&D organization, ITRI is highly recognized for its innovation, distribution strategies, and R&D
capabilities.

一月

FEB
二月

MAR
三月

APR

5/1

ITRI collaborated with Taipei Medical University Hospital to introduce a contact-monitoring system for
Covid-19 patients. Two ITRI technologies–Non-Contact Image-based Heart Rate Detection Technology
and IoT Gateway–for the first time were introduced into negative pressure isolation wards.

5/11

ITRI signed an agreement with the Veterans Affairs Council Veterans General Hospitals on smart longterm care co-creation to address the problems of labor shortages in the nursing/care system, nighttime falls, early aging and lack of precision healthcare. Integrating innovative smart technology with
experience in patient care, the collaboration will establish a new testing and verification site for smart
healthcare.

6/3

ITRI worked with the NTUH Hsinchu Branch and the Hsinchu MacKay Memorial Hospital to develop a
safe, quick-assembly positive pressure testing booth which offers a high sampling capacity and low
energy consumption while remaining comfortable, independent and clean.

6/16

ITRI and BioGend jointly unveiled the One-Step Autologous Cartilage Repair System RevoCart®. This
was developed based on the Biphasic Cartilage Repair Implant (BiCRI) technology, a collaborative
result produced by ITRI and National Taiwan University Hospital (NTUH) and is the first regenerative
medical product developed domestically in Taiwan.

6/19

ITRI worked with CIE-Taiwan to convene the 2020 CIE-Taiwan Annual Meeting and Executive
Committee, where Taiwan’s first international lighting standard was unveiled to enhance the
development of the AC LED lighting industry.

6/24

ITRI worked with the Industrial Development Bureau and media groups including SET Group,
Chunghwa Telecom, and Taiwan Sharp on the SET 5G GO Video Advance project, using 5G technology
to stream the Dajia Mazu Pilgrimage, one of the world’s three major religious events.

6/30

Dr. Cheng-Wen Wu became the Senior Vice President and General Director of the Southern Region
Campus.

7/2

ITRI worked with FamilyMart to create Taiwan’s first self-developed smart convenience store on
ITRI’s Guangfu Innovation Campus. The store opened as a test site at the end of the year, ushering in
new business opportunities for the post-pandemic era.

7/23

To address the pandemic, ITRI has introduced the iPMx molecular rapid testing system, which gained
a TFDA manufacturing permit on July 6th. iPMx also participated in the Covid-19 Proficiency Test of
the Quality Control for Molecular Diagnostics and demonstrated excellent performance by yielding
correct results for all samples.

7/27

ITRI cooperated with the Small & Medium Enterprise Credit Guarantee Fund of Taiwan and 26 banks
to secure funding for technology advancement projects. This promotes integration of capital and
technology markets, and actively helps Taiwan’s small and medium enterprises as well as startup
companies to create smart value.

7/30

ITRI worked with the Institute for Information Industry, the Precision Machinery Research & Development Center,
and the MIRDC to develop the Intelligent Cloud Platform for Machinery Industry to assist the manufacturing
industry in digital transformation.

五月

JUN
六月

TM

3/19

Both ITRI’s iKNOBEADS and Celluad won the 2020 Edison Awards.

4/9

ITRI developed Thermal Image Body Temperature Irregularity Detection Technology to measure body
temperature via a non-contact infrared method. This technology serves as a first line of defense to
protect public health and safety and has been introduced to several schools.

4/10

Dr. Ren-Chain (Joseph) Wang became General Director of ITRI’s Green Energy and Environment
Research Laboratories.

4/22

ITRI introduced HoMe Care Quarantine Service, a smart system for tracking home quarantined/isolated
individuals. This system automatically schedules dials to those in home quarantine/isolation to keep
track of their whereabouts and lessen 80% of the tracking burdens of village chiefs, clerks, and police
officers.

四月

MAY

JUL
七月
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NOV

10/27

ITRI organized the 9th ITRI Laureates Award Ceremony in late October, when Taiwan’s President
Tsai Ing-wen in person conferred the ITRI laureate title to the seven awardees, including Dr. Mark
Liu, the executive Chairman of TSMC, Dr. C.C. Wei, CEO of TSMC, Dr. Chi-Huey Wong, Chair Professor
of Chemistry of the Scripps Research Institute, Dr. Hsiang-Tsung Kung, William H. Gates Professor
of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering of Harvard University, Dr. Yuan-Teh Lee, Professor
Emeritus at the School of Medicine of National Taiwan University, Mr. Simon Lin, Chairman & CSO of
Wistron Corp., and Mr. Evans S.W. Tu, President and CEO of Synnex Technology International Corp.

11/2

ITRI signed an MoU with the UK’s Compound Semiconductor Applications Catapult (CSA Catapult) to
collaborate in compound semiconductor and related technologies research and applications.

11/19

ITRI was recognized by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as the 3P510k Review
Organization to review premarket notification submissions of Class 2 medical devices, making it
Asia’s only review organization for US-launched medical equipment.

11/20

The 24th World Congress on Information Technology (WCIT) Global ICT Excellence Award winners
were announced. ITRI’s AI-LiDAR Based People Flow Management System for Prevention of Covid-19
won the Covid-19 Tech Solutions for Cities and Localities Award, and its Next-Generation AI-Powered
Robo-Advisor Technology (NeGAP) won the Merit Award in the Digital Innovation Award category.

11/25

The MOEA’s Department of Industrial Technology announced the initiation of the Taiwan
Integrated Biomedical Industrial Center. Combining the technological capabilities of ITRI and other
organizations, this is the island’s first smart medical care cross-industry experimental center and
consists of three major verification laboratories and four clinical testing fields. It has also attracted
AstraZeneca to create a Future Healthcare Laboratory here.

12/1

ITRI hosted its first Startup Day contest with judges from well-known companies and startups
including CyberLink, Compal, CDIP Capital Group and Acorn Campus Taiwan. The event aims to
cultivate employee abilities in building startups and creating new value, and to attract industry
funding and venture capital.

12/7

ITRI unveiled its Office of Southern Taiwan Industrial Innovation Strategy, which integrates industries,
the government, academia, and research institutes to promote the development of southern
industries.

十一月

AUG

8/3

ITRI joined hands with 20 long-term care operators, including the Testrite Group, Ritek Group (Lai
Workshop), Excelsior Health Group, Advantech, AUO, and FineArt Care (Mishan Group) to establish
the Smart Long-Term Care Alliance, building Taiwan’s first smart industry chain in this field.

8/10

ITRI signed a business cooperation MoU with Bucheon City in South Korea for the New Generation
Environmental IoT Pollution Traceability and Forecast Technology. ITRI will provide environmental
IoT testing equipment and continue technology sharing with Bucheon to help the city improve its air
quality.

八月

8/12

ITRI produced the first ventilator prototype in Taiwan and obtained a TFDA manufacturing permit.

8/17

ITRI joined hands with Taiwan’s Environmental Protection Administration, Hsinchu City Government
and other cities to initiate the Taiwan Smart Water Network. The goals are to shift from manpower to
smart sensing for water quality testing, and to use smart technology to keep the public water supply
safe and clean.

八月
8/18

SEP

ITRI’s Athena SON – RAN Planning & Optimization Service was awarded the Small Cell Forum
Judges’ Choice award at the 2020 SCF Awards.

12/13

ITRI organized the world’s first mixed reality drone race, featuring digital wireless video transmission
and physical-virtual obstacle tracks.

9/2

ITRI collaborated with the Taiwan Association of Machinery Industry and the global laser application
company TRUMPF to establish the Taiwan Semiconductor and Electronic Industry Advanced Laser
Application Service Center. The goal is to provide key upgrade technology for Taiwan’s semiconductor
equipment vendors by integrating Germany’s most advanced lasers, Taiwan Hiwin Mikrosystem’s
customized platform and ITRI’s process optical module.

12/17

ITRI worked with Japan’s TEPCO Power Grid and 11 other manufacturers to construct Intelligent
Green Energy Demonstration Houses, aiming to uncover business value worth billions of dollars
for the smart energy conservation industry. The Institute also unveiled the world’s first Subtropical
Performance Testbed for Innovative Energy Research in Buildings (SPINLab), which will enhance
collaboration with its US and Singapore counterparts to leverage each other’s strengths and propel
advances in green building energy-saving technology.

9/2

ITRI welcomed a delegation of Czech Academy of Sciences members and corporate representatives,
led by Czech Republic Senate President Miloš Vystrčil, and discussed biomedical and disease
prevention technology, innovation development, and the benefits of industrialization.

12/21

ITRI’s iDarlingWeaR won a CES 2021 Innovation Award in the wearable technologies category.

9/28

ITRI collaborated with nearly 50 industrial partners to form the Taiwan Electric Vehicle Power Supply
Industry Technology Promotion Alliance to closely integrate Taiwan industry with consumer needs
and to determine universal charging interfaces.

9/30

Among Cheers Magazine’s Top 100 Companies for 2019, ITRI was ranked most desired employer
in the professional service industry sector; in the same year it was also recognized by LinkedIn as
Taiwan’s Most Engaging Employer Brand. ITRI was also listed at top six in the survey of Taiwan’s
Most Attractive Employers conducted by Universum in 2020.

10/5

Three ITRI technologies, its Dye-sensitized cell (DSC) as Energy Source of Sensors (D-EOS),
Networked Amide Epoxy Polymer Electrolyte for Solid State Lithium-Ion Batteries (NAEPE), and
Smart-Care Solution for Chronic Wound (iSCare) were named winners of 2020 R&D 100 Awards.

10/21

ITRI worked with Synopsys to establish the AI Chip Design Lab, which provides basic software and
hardware resources, lowers the design threshold, and gathers vendors to invest in device-end AI
chip development, thus supporting Taiwan’s semiconductor industry and accelerating its AI chip
development.

十月
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十二月

8/24

九月

OCT

ITRI worked with TaiDoc Technology and Turkey’s Arcelik to develop the Compound Personalized
Health Inspection Station. In just two minutes this can complete testing of blood pressure, blood
oxygen, weight and body temperature, and carry out an electrocardiogram, and then transmit the
resulting data through the cloud to hospital medical systems. It also reduces the risk of healthcare
personnel contracting diseases.
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